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VOLUME XXXIV, NO. 18
MRS. NEALJOINS
IN PROSECUTION.
Declares Her Innocence and Will Aid Corn-
wealth In Convicting Her Husband
"Whom She Had Left.
*MR. SHRADER'S ANTE-MORTEM STATEMENT.
(Special to New Bra,)
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Feb. 2—Jas.
T. Shrader, who was until three
months ago assistaut common-
wealth's attorney for Louisville and
Jefferson comity, was fatally wound,
ed last night by W. E. Neal, Jr., of
Lawrenceburg. Neal's jealousy of
Shrader's alleged affections to Mrs.
Neal led him to shoot the attorney
three times when they met in the ea-
Upon in the Capital Hotel.
'abrader died early this morning at
at the City Hospital. In a dying
statement c,o his friend, Prosecuting
Attorney Joe Huffaker,She said he
was not intimate with Neal's wife,
Mrs. Neal was formerly of Hopkinst
vine, where Neal lived last year;
Shrader's slayer is in jail. His ei•
amining trial will be held Thursday
James K. Shrader, ex-assistani
district attorney of ;Louisville, whO
was shot and killed by William E.
Neal, formerly of Hopkinsville,made
just before his death the :following
statement to Commonwealth's At-
torney Huffak er, Coroner Kelly and
Father Brady, a priest:
husband, Wood. Mrs. Neal denied
, having had improper relations with
James K. Shrader.
Claims Innooense.
"I am guiltless of anything of the
kind," said Mrs. Neal, "and any
statement to the contrary is false. I
merely knew Mr. Shrader to bow to
when I saw him in the hotel and
never spoke to him beyond a few
words in the presence of several oth-
er guests of the hotel. My husband
told me Saturday morr ing that Mr.
Bridewell, proprietor of the Capitol
Hotel, had seen me coming from
Mr. Shrader's room the night before,
and I told him how untruthful the
statement was, and then and there
decided to leave him for good. I
came to the Louisville Hotel and he
called on me there Saturday night
and again on Sunday, saying he was
sorry for what he had said and asked
that I come and live with him at the
Williard Hotel. He said that he did
not believe what Brid well had told
him, but I had made up my mind to
leave him and told him we could
never live together again."
C. R. Diuwiddle, of the firm of
Hickman, Watkins & Dinwiddle, is
looking after Mrs. Neal's interest,









the bride WW1 solemnized at the- res-All right. I am not afraid to die.
"It's bard to be' killed for some- 'deuce _or
thing I am not guilty of—harder to 
Eighteenth and Walnut streets Tuee
\Olio from *bullet in my back, but I 
day afternoon at two o'clock. The
vain ready. 
contracting parties Mr. E. L. Day, of
am innocent of any improper re,' Daysvill
e, Todd county, and Miss
Whin with Neal's wife. Lan Brit4 :Ina B. 
Russell, niece of Mr. J. R.
well told-him she had been seen com4. 
Russell. Toe cerembny was pro-
lug oat of my room at midnight... 
notruced by Rev. T. D. Moore of the
That is not true. There Was abeo
i.:Christian church. Mr. and Mrs.
lately no foundation for the state;. ; Day 
left at once for Daysville where
moot. She may have been seen coati- they 
will reside.
tug from the bath room just aerofoil! 
The groom is a leading planter of
the hi .from me.
Tood county and is universally pop-
..t .alize I am in the very pre*-:ular throughout his section. The
enc.. of Almighty God. In the name ; brid
e is a very attractive and talent-
of him who is my Saviour, I sweat ed young lady who has 
many friends
this is the tn. tb. I here.
"He shot me in the back, without
giving me a chance. I had a pistol,
but I did not try to draw. But I
would not have you, Joe, seek to in- #
filet unfair punishment on him. I do
not ask for vengeance—only justice."
According to the Louisville Her-
ald, Mrs. Neal will join with the
commonwealth in the prosecution of
her husband for killing Shrader.
The Courier-Journal gives the fol-
lowing particulars of the sensotional
case:
Murder Charged.
The charge against Neal on the
jail slate was changed from mali-
cious shooting and wounding to mur-
der MI e0On as the news of Shrader's
death was received. Neal wast pre-
sented in the police court yesterday
morning, but the case was continued
until tomorrow. Neal has not yet
employed a lawyer. He declined
1,1 
positively to make any statement re-
garding the shooting. He said he had
already talked enough and would
have nothing further to say before
he obtained legal advice. Neal seem-
ed to be entirely satisfied that he was
justified in the action he took.
Makes Full Denial.
Mrs. Josephine Robinson, of Hop-
kiusville. the mother of Mrs. Wil-
liam E. Neal, arrived in Louisville
Monday in respense to a telephone
message tient that morning by Mr.
Neal. She went at once to the home
of her sister, Mrs. Thomas H. Clov-
er, 1417 Garvin Place. She did not
see her daughter until yesterday
afternoon at the Louisville Hotel
and immediately had her daughter's
baggage sent to the house in Garvin
Place.
The news of the action taken by
husband was broken to Mrs.
George White, clerk of the
Hotel, where Mrs. Neal
toying since Saturday








That must be closed out this month. We
can save you from 25 to 30 per cent ; some




and Below Coati 
To close out this month. Here's an oppor-
tunity to make some money if you need 4ny
thing in these lines. We have full line of
•
Horse Blankets,
Storm Covers, Etc., Etc.
That we will put in
this sale at 15 per Ct. Reduction.
Come and see what you can:save.
P. 1. ifOtT rn
207, S. Main Street. eid.
ezetztzze
DEATH'S HAND
ON W. C. WHITNEY
Former Secretary of Navy, Prominent PM.
itician and Multimillionaire.
(Special to New Era.)
na-
vy, is dead. He was taken ill at the
performance of "Paisifal" last
Whitney, former secretary df the 
NEW YORK, Feb. 3.—William C.
Thursday afternoon. An operation
for appendicitis was performed on
Saturday night. It was first thought
that Mr. Whitney had every chance
of surviving and the announcement
of his death was a surprise. A state-
rcent was made that death was due
to peritonitis and blood poisoning,
following an operation for appendi-
citis.
William Collins Whitney was born
at Conway, Mass., July 16, 1841. He
graduated at Yale in 1868 and at Har-
vard Law school in 1866. He was cor-
poration counsel of New York City
several times. Mr. Whitney was
President Cleveland's secretary of






Tax the Women of Hopkins-
ville the Same a
Elsewhere.
Hard to attend to household duties
With a constantly aching back.
A woman should not have a bad back
And she wouldn't if the kidneys were
well.
Doan's Kidney Pills make well kid.
neys.
Here is a Hopkinsville woman
who endorses this claim: Mrs. W.
H. Robb, wife of W. H. Robb, ma-
chinist employed at Forbes & Co.'s
wagon works, and residing at 1029
High St ,says: "I hardly knew for
many months what it was to be free
from an aching back and the irregu-
lar action of the kidneys caused at
the same time other symptoms whi3h
were distressing and oftentimes ex-
asperating. I read about Doan's
Kidney pills and the symptoms
which it was claimed it would cure
seemed so much like mine that I had
my husband get a box for me at
Thomas & Traheru's drug store. I
found that they gave me almost im-
mediate relief, and continued taking
them for some time. They did me
more than all the kidney medicine I
had ever taken put together, and the
results of the treatment justify roe
in subscribing my name to a hearty
endorsement of the pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
N. Y., sole agents for the United
FIRE AT glARSIIIIE BURNS LARGE
STORES, DOING 5100,000 DAMAGE.
B. I. pENRET0N 'STARTED IN A LIQUOR
ESTABLISHMENT.
DIES AT HIS HOME
ORIGIN IS UNKNOWN.
ONE OF PEMBRO K E ' 8;
FOREMOST CITIZENS ; Heavy Loss Caused by the
Burning of Telephone
Cables.VICTIM OF PNEUMONIA
III Only a Week.—Remains
Interred in Rosedale
Cemetery.
(Special to New Era)
PEMBROKE, Ky., Feb. 2.—Mr.
Robert Y. Pendleton, Sr., one of the
most prominent citizens of South
Christian, died yesterday morning at
his home here after an illness of one
week. Pneumonia was the cause of
death.
The remains were interred at 2
o'clock this afternoon at Rosedale
cemetery.
Mr. Pendleton was a native of
Christian county and was born De-
cember 7, 1828. His father, Robert
Y. Pendleton, was born in Spottsyl-
vania county, Va., September 28,
1792, aud came to Christian county
previous to the war of 1812, but after
one year returnr.ri *es
-euterea the army. He returned to
•
this county in 1816 and on December
24, 1818 was married to Miss Mary R.
Rawlins. The grandfather of the
subject of this sketch was the Rev.
Philip Doderige Pendleton, who was
a notsci Baptist minister in Virginia.
The vocation of the deceased was
that of a farmer, in which he was un-
usually successful. On May 16, 1866,
he was married to Miss Helen
Slaughter, of this county. Two chil-
dren, Robert Y. Jr., and John, sere
born of this union. Mr. Pendleton
was educated in the common schools
of the county and improved his op-
portunities by reading the works of
standard authors and the current lit-
erature of the day. In politics he
was a Democrat. He was prominent
in Masonic circles and was the first
master of the Pembroke lodge which
was organized fifty years ago, and
was, at the last annual meeting of
the lodge, re-elected master. Mr.
Pendleton was held in the highest
esteem by all who knew him, and his
death removes one one of the most
valuable and respected citizens of
the county.
Foley's Honry and Tar for coughs
and colds; reliable, tried and tested
safe and sure.
Pleasant Event.
Misses Sarah and Mary Lee Atkins
delightfully entertained quite a num-
ber of their friends Friday night at
their charming home near the city.
Those who were so fortunate as to be
present were: Misses Hallie and Mag-
gie Adams, Laura Howell, Lillie
Hopper, Katie Townes, Lucile Bush,
Lizzie Burchett, Minnie Word, Lil-
ian Major, Sarah and Mary Lee At-
kins; Mesdames H. A. Keach and
Willie Nixon; Messrs. Tom Word,
Alfred Townes, Carl and Henry
Keach, Isaac Major, Wiley and John
Atkins, Oscar Howell, Madison Ma-
jot, Lee Dingus, Richard Cox, Ed
Major, Ernest Haydon, Alfred Hew-
ell and Rev. J. W. Mitchell.
 is» 
States. Foley's Honey pnci Tar cures colds,
Remember the liame—Doan's—aha coughs, and prevents pneumonia.
Take no substitutes.
(Special to New Era.)
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn., Feb. 2.—
One of the most disastrous fires that
Clarksville has experienced in years
started last night at 9:80 o'clock in
the rear top floor of Weaver & Mc-
Cauley's liquor store, consuming
three buildings and stocks and at
one time threatening one of the prin-
cipal business blocks of the city.
The flames spread rapidly, enter-
ing the three story building of Ger-
hart eons' dry goods establishment.
From there the lire passed on to W.
S. Russell's grocery. The three
buildings, with the contents, were a
total loss.
The building occupied by C. F.
Couts as a furniture store was saved
by the heroic work of the firemen,
but the stock Was ruined by water,
with which the store was flooded in
fightiog the flames.
The fire from the burning buildings
catight the 'poles of the Cumberland
or four cables of the company, each
containing three or four hundred
wires, went down with a crash for
three blocks. This feature of the
fire was entirely unexpected by the
onhokers and there were several
narrow escapes from the falling
wires.
The cables were hung last summer
at a large expense to the company,
and the loss of the latter will be
heavy. It is estimated at from $16,-
000 to $26,000.
The estimated lose on the buildings
and stock follows:
Weaver & McCauley, stook, $8,600;
building, $6,000.
Gerhart's Sons, stock, $86,000;
building, $16,000.
W. S. Russell, stock, $6,000; build-
ing, $7,6000.
C. F. Coats, stock, WOW.
The origin of the fire Is unknown.
Frankfort News.
AP' ..41P 4111" .41P
(Special to Now Era)
FRANKFORT, Feb. 2.—When the
Heflin bill came up today action was
indefinitely postponed, practically
killing the measure, the purpose of
which Was to eliminate the illiterate
negro vote.
The senate passed the bill extend-
ing the term of state librrrisn from
two to four years, and increasing the
salary from $1,000 to $1,200, It also
yassed the bill allowing the attorney
general two assistants. The house
committee has decided to report fa-
vorably the bill fixing the salary of
the Jefferson criminal court reporter
at $2,500.
Committee on Education No. 1, of
the house, unanimously decided to
report favorably the bill prohibiting
the coeducation of races in Kentucky.
The committee heard statements
from persons advocating the bill, and
also from Presinent Frost, of Berea
College, which instiCution will be
affected by the passage of the meas-
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ext of the speech made ife. Is tobacco a luxury? It is to
,seman A. 0. Stanley at the the consumer. The man who smokes
..co Growers' convention
and the man who chews should bein
made to pay for it. The man who
kluthrie on January 28, follows:, drinks whiskies and wines nays for
Gentlemen of this Conventioni: them as taxed luxuries, because he
I will say to my friends from Ten-
nessee: I exceedingly regret that
my most esteemed friend. the Hon-
orable John W. Gaines, is not with
us on this occasion. He has done
• manful work in Washington on your
behalf. He has been an untiring
laoorer in this good vineyard. He is
as fearless as a lion, as patient.as
destiny, and as clean as aster in his
devotion to the interests of the plain
people of Tennessee whom he devout
ly loves. You are exceedingly for-
tunate at this time in having that
character of a man the custodian of
your interests and the champion of
your cause. It is also fortunate for
us in his sister state who have a
common interest, as I see it.
I am enamored more, however, of
this great movement than of any
man. This movement has acquired
such proportions that it is not hound-
ed by the limitations of any congres-
sional district. You have here in
this convention a goodly section of
Tennessee united hand in hand and
heart to heart with their brethren
from all Western Kentucky. They
like you, have come up through. the
s. hard school of experience, and have
, received their training from ;the
strenuous lessons of poverty and
want and unrequited labor. They,
like you, are in deadly earnest to
spare no time, no pain, and no eeer-
gy In securing relief from a situation
more disastrous than the condition
of the peons of Mexico, and more
desolate than that of the half-savage
ILL the centre of the jungles of India.
The facts, I think, will bear me out
that this is no figure of speech, no
flower of rhetoric, but the laineuta-
ble fact that we must face. Is it the
fault of the farmer? I need to ask
the question only to answer it in that
form. We have no better class of
citizens mentally, morally or phy-
sically than the patient, industrious,
hard-working producers ot tobaoco,
who with their frugal industry raise
a crop that requires more labor, more
time and more skill than any other
product taken from the soil of fertile
tacky or sunny Tennessee.
opor-
ation of the value of the product of
his toil. Five thousand pounds of
tqbacco, if I am not mistaken, and I
do not pretend to be en expert, is a
good year's work for a tenant as far
as production is concerned; but it is
not very profitable from a pecuniary
point of view at three cents per
poand. This would be one hundred
and fifty dollars for him and his
landlord at the end of the year. The
tenant gets this year for himself and
family seventy-five dollars, which is
about twenty cents a day,to feed and
` clothe the wife and children of this
honest toiler. I have heard them
boast in the federal congress of the
great wave of prosperity that covers
this country all the waters cover the
sea. (Here one of the delegates
arose, and shouted in plain English,
"It is a lie") I agree with the gentle-
man except he doesn't put a strong
3xpletive before it. (Applause and
laughter). I want to say to you that
that they have boasted that every
6. man who labors in this country re-
ceives a compensating wage, and to
a certain degree this is true. The
man in the mine, the man on the
railroad, the man in the foundry, the
man in the cotton sections, and the
man in the industries of the East is
receiving a living wage if not a corn
pensating. one. I bow my head in
grief to think that a class of people
who are second to none in honor and
dignity, in patience and intelligence
are being ground literally to dust be-
tween the mill-stone of corporate
greed on the one hand and iniquit-
ous legislation on the other. (N ebe-
=ant applause.)
In the first place, I am firmly con-
' vinned that it has not entered into
the minds of the ways and means
committee of the federal congresi,
nor into the reason and thought
that body enacting tobacco legisla-
tion, that be law would operate al
it has under the interpretation of the
commissinner of internal revenue
They do not know that this law in ite
present interpretation and operatioi
Is contrary to this spirit of all reve4
nue laws whether in a free country
or in a despotism. This law as it
now operates should be the object o0
animadversion alike of the preside:it
'DNw free country, the czar of Russiai
or the' satrap of an Assyrian dessert4
(Continued applause.)
All political economist are agreed
that each man should pay a tax in
proportion to his ability to bear it
and that it should operate upon the
can do without them—the tax comes
upon the drinkers—the consumers.
But in the case of tobacco, the tax as
related to profit falls upon the pro-
ducers alone. This tax is not hurting
the imperial Trust at all—it has en-
throned it. (Applause.) Is there
any difference between the painter
who calcimines a kitchen and he
who frescoes the walls of a parlor?
He is as good and as useful a citizen
when he is doing the one as he is
when he is engaged in the other. Is
there any difference between the la-
borer when he raises corn to be made
into liquor and the same laborer
when he raises corn to feed stock?
IS there any difference between the
laborer when he raises tobacco for
the consvmer to chew or smoke and
when the same laborer raises wheat
for the mill in order that he may
feed and clothe and educate his child
ren? The law that imposes a tax on
the man who raises tobacco for the
purpose of providing for his family
puts a tax that is unjust and stripped
ofleven the mask of equity—contrary
to the whole policy of this free gov-
ernment! (Wild enthusiasm and
vociferous applause)
How are we going to help it? Sim-
ply by so amending the law as that
the law shall not create an oppres-
sive monopoly Do you know that a
monopoly, or a ''trust," as we call it,
can be created by operation of law as
easily as by the combining of several
industries of identical character and
purpose. Suppose we have a thous-
and steel concerns and they agree to
merge into one with one corporate
existence, and fc& the purpose of fix-
ing one price for the finished pro-
duct. This destroys competition and
enables each one of those hitherto
competing imerests to sell for one
price and to raise that price, and to
unjustly force the consumer to pay
it so as to concentrate the profits in
the coffers of a few. Now that same
thing can be done by the operation
of law. Suppose I invent a car-coup
ler that works automatically, that
abso.utely insures the lives of those
men upon the tritins, and any rail-
'tot ue gunty or negligence per • he,
and the government give me a pat-
ent right to that coupler. Don't you
see that as long as my patent right
exists I have a monopoly on this
business. Why has the the price de-
creased so materially on bicycles,
sewing machines, etc? Simply be-
cause the patent rights on these var-
ious things have become extinct—
have ceased by the limitations of the
law which created them. That kind
of law is all right, and we are not
here to denounce it, because it is a
stimulus to the ingenuity of the in-
ventor. Another way to create a
monopoly is by legislation or by tax-
ation for the purpose of internal rev-
enue. In the city of Hopkiusville,
for instance, should a law be passed
raising the license to retail spiritu-
ous liquors to ten thousand dollars,
it is more than probable that no
more than one retailer would handle
them. That retailer could, by hav-
ing entire control of the whole busi-
ness, sell the meanest whisky for
the most extortionate price, because
by means of this tax every other 're-
tailer would be forced out of busi-
ness who could not produce the ten
thousand dollars for the license. But
you see at once this could not hurt
the ten thousand dollar retailer; for
he would make more money under
such a tax than he could possibly
have made before such a law was
enacted. This six cents a pound is
a blessing in the same way for the
trusts. A man will smoke just as
nauch tobacco at the increased price
as at a competitive figure, because,
when a man wants his tobacco he is
like a man in Texas who wants a pis-
tol—he wants it pretty bad, regard-
less of the price. (Laughter.) So it
enables the man who pays this tax
to take the sole profit of this product
No farmer can very well afford to
pay a six-cent tax merely for the
privilege of selling tobacco costing
three cents; besides tie would have
to pay the tax in cash and sell the
tobacco on time. The American To-
bacco company has tested all this
with terrible and sudden efficacy,
and this has been dune because this
six-cent tax imposed by the govern-
ment on the producer has been the
most efficient assistant of the Trust
Itself in enabling it to buy the article
at a price less than the actual cost of
production. I honor my country's
flag and I love to believe in the just-
ness of her institutions, therefore I
cannot help but hope that when this
matter is fairly brought before the
luxuries-sad sot the eeeeeeitiee otteme wbo make theism, a this hind,
f
without regard to party, they will
give the much needed relief to their
country's own sons! (Great ap-
plause)
The next question (and I don't
want to impose upon your time)—
(Numerous shouts of "Go on. "Go
on!") The next question that pre-
sents itself to my mind is this (I
should like some water for my throat
Is getting very dry; a shout from the
midst of the throng, "You certainly
deserve a good drink of something
better than water!"): tiow oan we,
keeping within the limit of the law,
relieve this strained situation? By
allowing the farmer to manufacture
his tobacco in any form he pleases?
This will not produce thesiesired re-
sults. It you take the tax off tobac-
co, still the farmer cannot make the
plug or the cigar any more than he
can make an iron stove. I do not
believe that the farmer himself will
be benetlted by the utter abrogation
of this tax. Moreover, it would be
difficult to get the ways and means
committee to repeal this tax entire
ly. I believe if we make the natural
leaf free of tax anywhere and every-
where, and if we make the stemmed
tobacco free of tax anywhere and
everywhere, that we are safe; and I
will give you my reasons for this
belief. Now, understand me, I am
your servant, not your master. I
don't care whether you pass my bill
or the bill of someone else, I am
here to talk to you as man to man
and friend to friend. Suppose you
allow the farmer (because he is a
producer, and what I bm about to
say, I think, is the original intent of
the law )—allow him to sell tobacco
in a bundle or in a twist to anyone
who will buy it, and allow him to
sell the stemmed leaf anywhere to
whomsoever he pleases without ma-
terially changing the internal reve-
nue law, and that any purchaser
from the pl.( ducer could in turti sell
in any market the twist or leaf, and
so on. For instance, you could bring
your tobacco here and sell it. and the
purchaser could take the lee( or
twist and sell it anywhere in the
world. Up to 1894 you had a right to
sell the leaf in its natural state to
whomsoever you choose. Atter that
you were forced to sell to the manu-
facturer w he had to pay the tax, and
thiaJostkibis ensecini ante% LAI id-.
1),ve it stored in your barns for the
want of a purchaser at a fair price.
This does you a vast deal of harm
and does not save the government
one single dollar. It was done at
the instance of the trusts who de-
ceived your representatives. Sup-
pose, now, you allow the farmer to
twist his tobacco and sell it whereso-
eNer he can find a market. I claim,
if that iniquitous peice of legislation
of 1894 was repealed, you could sell
your tobacco without the payment of
any tax; and why? The Commis-
sioner of internal 'revenue has said
that you cannot, it is true, and all
the commissioners of internal reve-
nue who have succeeded him have
so interpreted the law. But the su-
preme court of the United States has
never passed upon it. If you can
get them to do away with that act
of 1894, and secure a just interpreta-
tion of the old law, the problem is
solved; and if you want it carried
before the supreme court of the Un-
ited States, my services are at your
command without charge. (Ap-
plause)
In order to manufacture an article
you must change its quality, you
must change its nature to a certain
extent, not chemically or physically,
necessarily, but you must change its
appearance and identity.so to speak.
For instance, you change the appear
auce and identity of wood when you
make it into furniture; you change
the appearance and identity of pig
Iron when you make it into iron
spoons, structural material, etc; yeu
change the appearance and identity
of wheat when you make it into
flour, you change the appearance and
identity of corn when you make it,
into weal, hominy, and the like;
this, gentlemen, is manufacturing.
But you cannot correctly be. said to
be manufacturing anything when
you stell corn from the cob, or when
you tan the wheat from the chaff
and straw; for you do not alter the
appearance or identity of the grain.
The farmer does not desire to sell
the cob; it is the corn he wants to
sell; he does not want to put the
chaff on the market, it is the wheat
he wants to sell. Now then fo!low-
lug this line of reasoning, which I
take to be perfectly sound, let us
look at the tobacco plant. You cut it
from the stalk; 3 on hang it in your
barns; you strip it from the stem,be-
cause the stem is the same thing to
the tobacco loaf that the straw is to
she wheat, and the sob to the corn—
the Wag it yews as; itad is is use-
lees except for n eking artificial fer- selves for they would help create a
tilizer and snuff. Now I think that a market for this article, and soon the :
man who would say that a tobacco demand for it would be as great and—
plant is manufactured simply be- stable as the present demand for but-
cause it has been stripped from the ter and eggs. (Loud applause.) I —41'
stem or twisted up ih order to hold it Geutlerhen, I am not here to deal
iutact or to prevent waste, or to in rhetoric, or to make a speech; I
make it more portable, is either in a am here giving ybou a few simple
combine with the trusts or an unmit- facts and conclusions that I have
igated fool. reached after careful study of this
When he puts that tobacco into a question, and I believe that it is so
twist it is the most valuable article simple, and t-at it is so plain that
if chewing tobacco in the world. It even this simple change in the law
would be as prepo.terous to thilk of will give you great and greatly need-
throwing perfume to the violet, or ed relief; and will hurt the legiti-
celor to the rose, as to try to improve mate income of nobody. Out of the
this pure tobacco for chewing pur- forty-three millions of dollars col-
poses by saturating it with any for- lected annually from the manufac-
eign flavor. ture of tobacco, all except fifteen
Now my opinion is that you will millions comes from the manufac-
get the relief which you seek, and so ture of plug tobacco. This govern-
well deserve, when the farmer has a went receives not over two millions
right to put his tobacco in the form of doliars from the tax on the
of a twist, and sell it to whomsoever kind of tobacco you raise. There are
he pleases without the payment of not less than two million' of people
any tax He would have a large today who are being reduc cl: to ruin
market for that twist in the South; and starvation by this tax as it ()per-
for there is no way in which the ne- area at the present time. I cannot
gro would rather have it come to him. believe that this free country will
That sunny-sou led, dark-skinned in- dettroy its own people at one dollar
dividual seems to have a natural par head. Tne president of this
taste for good things. He likes the country in his message to ()otiose
water melon, spring chicken, sweet bemoans the fact that the cities are
potatoes and opossum, red liquor, becoming densely populated at the
and his long-green tobacco; and, ,,xpense of agricultural sections.
gentlemen, wuen we have finished The saddest of all hours, I think,,
with this list, we nave about ex- will be when we live as they live in
initiated the catalogue of the hest Germany and England, with the
things that this or any other land broad acres in the hands of a few
produces. (Laughter and applause.) rich landlords, and the cities crowd-
If you have ever thought of it, ed with miserable, hungry, poverty-y,,or tobacco in this country is meet stricken multitudes driven from that
ly for export. You have no home happy, peace-loving, Christian life
consumption for the best tobacco of the small farmer by the iron hand
you produce Comparisons are al- of ruthless greea; expelled from this
ways odious, but the Burley tobacco Eden where God placed him, not by
is not as good for general use as the the Angel of Justice, but by tht
da:k tobocco. It has a much better folly of the law-maker and the arti-
flavor than the Burley article. There (Ice of the trust. They say they
is no article on earth that contains can't afford to reduce the revenue
as much comfort in it in proportion two millions of dollars to save two
to its size as a good pipeful of Green- millions of people from ruin and
river tobacco (a wave of laughter starvation, when they have just
spreads u;er the audience); and psesed a bill appropriating seventy-there is no more welcome solace to five millions of dollars /or tbe cost of
the tired toiler when he gathers the military estahlishment in this
around his fireside with his little country for the ensuing year? Sev-
family after his day of unremitting •-nty-tive millions of dollars for men
toil ler their sustenance. of war and Mauser guns, for powder
This tobacco in the twist would, aid ball, for bayonets and sabres,
beyond doubt, have a great sale thee aid all the panoply of war, and not a
in the South. Now, you have but to dollar a head for the valiant souls
incr ase slightly the demand for t1118 who must be clad in that armors?
product in order to increase materi- It would be worse than folly, it
ally the price. If you can create a would be madness! (Loud Ap-
demand for one-tenth more tobacco obtuse.)
than you now produce, you will iu- You eao go with me from Bunker
crease the price 100%. For itistanee, Hill to San Juan; you can trail over
suppose there are four farmers in the all the tragic fields of the great Civil
neighborhood who have houses very War; and you can find no
much An need of repairs, and suppose
the community who can do the work.
Now suppose the need of repairs be
urgent—so urgeut that, if not at-
tended to at once the houses will fall
to pieces. When every carpenter
has his job, there is still one farmer
In urgent need of the services of a
carpenter; so he goes to one of the
carpenters and says, "I want you to
come over and do some repairing on
my house, and I will give you two
dollars a day, your regular price,
and fifty cents additional. The .on -
ployer thus left must for the slams
reason pay two dollars and fifty cents
per day, and so we see all of the car-
penters receive this sum. You see
there is an increased demand for
carpenters, and the price of their
Labor is correspondingly increased.
Now, if the demand for this twist of
tobacco could be increased, and it
certainly would be if the pure article
were put oil the market, it woald no*
only increase the price of the twist
but also the price of the leaf You
have had conventions which attemp
ted to decrease the production of
tobacco, but the attempt was not
very successful. Now, suppose Mr.
A raises three acres of tobacco, and
his neighbor raises three acres and
sells It in the twist and in a new
market and to a new demand hither-
to unknown, there is less leaf to be
sold, and as much tobacco as under
present conditions, and a greater de-
mand for that. But, you day, if we
do this, the trust will immediately
begin to twist up this tobacco and
claim that they bought it themselves
from the farmers, and there is no
way in which we can prove that they
did nut. Let them do it! That da‘
will be the grandest day that ever
existed for this tobacco district.
Forty years ago Mr. Durham had
a little bit of a tobacco plant over
there in North Carolina, and the
Union army came through there and
took all his tobacco away from him,
but that was the most fortunate
thing that ever happened to Mr,
Durham. When that army of forty
thousand men separ ted and went
home, they still thought of bow good
that smoking tobacco was they go
down there in North Carolina, and
they enclosed a dime to Mr. Durthran,
five cents for the bag they stole, and
another nickel to pay for a new sack.
In a few years Mr. Durham oecame
ndependent, and ten years after-
ward a millionaire. If the trust
should twist this tobacco up and put
it on the market, the tables would
them he itarued and they would Wen
be vaskiag fez yea as well es them-
1
itit ericibe, eau inac.ro horoiC hearts
- • in these nlain farmer-
breasts. The men behind the guns
in war arc the men behind the plows
in peace. This country's virtue, its
safety, its wealth, its power—all, I
say, are in the virtue, the safety, the
wealth, and the power of its farmer-
citizens. They boast of our enormous
exports, of our great balance of trade
and for' every dollar that this coun-
try receives from manufactured pro-
ducts, there will be three laid beside
it, from the unprotected toil of the
farmer.
If his yearly work, however, yields
him only seventy-five dollars, how
in the name of common sense can
you expect to keep him in the field?
If you want to preserve him, you
must protect him. You must give
him a fair and open market for that
which he produces by the sweat of
his brow and the toil of niis hands.
if this is not done, I can foresee the
approaching ruin of millions, and the
destruction of one of the grandeet
forms of citizenship that ever adorn-
ed or preseived this great nati,in
(Continuous applause.)
In the face of this grand movement
I tell you frankly there is no special
bill that I want you to endorse, no
one man's measure that I want you
to favor. I am not here to tell you
what I have done; I am here to ask
you to tell me what you want me to
do. I am no politician—my life has
been the life of a laboter, and by the
grace of God I hope ever to continue
a simple, honest, true laborer in the
great vineyard of humanity. I want
to close my political career, however
short that may be in such a way that
it may be truly said, "He labored un-
selfishly, with no thought of person-
al aggrandizement or fame, for the
welfare of his people, and with a de-
votion as single as that of the Neop-
hyte to his religion or the Crusader
to his cross; and he gave his best ef-
forts to the service of nis brother in
the cottage finding his highest re-
ward in the prosperity of the poor.




For Infants and Children.
Every woman in the country
ought to krow about
Mother's Maid
Those who do know about it
wonder how they ever got along
without it. It has robbed child-
birth of its terrors for many a
young wife. It has preserved her
girlish•figure and saved her much
suffering. It is an external lini-
ment and esti ies with it therefore,
absolutely no danger of upsetting
the system as drugs taken intern-
ally are apt to do. It is to be
rubbed into the abdomen to soften
and strengthen the muscles which
are to bear the strain. This means
much less pain. It also prevents
morning sickness and all of the
other discomforts of pregnancy.
A druggist of Macon, Ga., says;
"1 have sold a large quantity of
Mother's Friend and have never
known an instance where it has
failed to produce the good results
claimed for it.*'
A prominent lady of Lam-
berton, Ark., writes: "With my
L.-st six children 1 was in labor
from 14 to 3o hours. After using
Mother's Friend, my seventh was
born in 4 hours."
Get Mother's ?Fiend at the drag
stute, 01.00 pee battle.
THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
ATLANTA. GA.








Effective Sunday, Nov. 15th
NO. 338, DAILY.
Leaves Hopkinsville 6.44' a rfl
Arrives Princeton., 7-40 aitr.ftwoliadmie
4 1 Paducah 9'26 a m
" Cairo. 11:86 am
Arrives St. Louis  6 16 p m 
Arrives Chicago ..........10:00 p
NO. 334, DAILY 
Leaves Hopkinsville 11:80 a m
Arrives Princeton 12:36 p m
" Henderson.  6:00 p m
" Evansville. 6:46 p m
Leaves Princeton 12:43 p in
Arrives Louisville 5:35 p m
ppieLeaves Princeton, 2.32 p m
Arrives Pad u cat: . 4'16 p m
Arrives Memphis. 10:60 p m
Arrives New 0,1e um 10'00 a m
..,NO 840 DAILir
Leaves Hopkinsville  4:30 p m
Arrives Princeton.. 6-30 p m
Leaves Princeton .3:08 am
Arrives Louisville ...... • _7:50 a m
Leaves Princeton 2.23 a m
Arrives Memphis  8•20 a m
" New Orleans 7'66 py'
No 341 daily at. 7:60a rn
No 333 daily arrives 3:40 p in.
No 381 daily, arrives 11:10 p m
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A,
Louisville, Ky.







telling how to pre, .are delicat
and delicious dishes.
Address Liehig Co.. P. 0 Soz 27 1
Ifiew V twit
Professional Cards
E. G. CAWS & CO.,
InsurancA, Real Estate and
Loans. Office Hopper Bldg.
Telephone 56-2. lmw2t
Hunter Wood, Hunter Wood Jr
Hunter Wood Ca Son,
Attys-at-Law.
Office in Hopper Block upstairsover Planters Bank.




At Layne 11 Moseley's stable, 9th
St. Telephone MO.
Dr. Jas. E. Oldham
Dr Lula E. Oldham,
OSTEOPATHS.
Graduates American School of Os-
teopathy, Kirksville, Mo. We are
graduates of the two years' coigne( required by all reputable schools of
oateopattiy) consisting of four termsof five months each, actual claes atjtendance.
Office first house south of Methçdlst,
church. Consultation and exam aeThe Kind You Hare Always Bought tion free. Ph me 264.
W. D. COOPER.
Stocks, Bonds, Grain, Cotto,
and Provisions.
Private Wire'







11110 TAKES CHARGE AS SUPERINTENDENT ELECTRIC RAILROAD SOON TO BE BUILT
OF THE WESTERN ATM FOR INSANE. JOINING HUSSELLEI AND HOPKINSVILLE,
NKEY AND MI:LetY SWORN IN SMOKE FROM HOPKINSVILLE FACTORIES WILL
SOON BE MOUNTING UPWARD TO THE SKI.
4411k1 CONDITION PERISHED IN cm
ad and Treasurer Da
is to Work For The
Appropriation
4
4,.RAY TO REMAIN HERE
(Fronp Monday's Daily)
Dr. MilfrIon Board, the new
perinten.dent of the Western Kenl 
'Dui
tucky Asylum for the Insane, Dr.i
Walter A. Lackey, first assistanti
physician and Robert E. Berry,'
steward, qualified for their respeo-I,
tive positions this morning by taking!
the oath of office prescribed by law,I
which was administered by James!
A. Young. notary public, at a called(
meeting of he board of commission-
,.ers held in the office of Judge Chas.
H. Bush.
low, Dr. Board enters upon his duties
under the most auspicious circum-
i 
etances. The gleneral condition of
the asylum is e4tellent in every way
having, indeed, t) en pronounced by
members of the I nt committee to
be superior to tha f any charitable
institution in the) tate. There is
every reason to b1hve that the new
superintendent athek,/oe present ad-
mirable board of ca•missioners will
4
maintain the high sta(idard the insti-
tution has set and thai it will con
tin us to reflect the hie est credit up-
on the elanagement L. Board is a
gentleman of unquestiolt icile ability
Oki in his profeieeiou sad, • lei...soda:0u,
possesses fine business capitity and
executive ability, qualitieitithat are
indespensible in properly cOnducting
institution like the We n Asy-
u. Mr. Ernest Stith, of abeth-




he board of commissioners has
appointed Superintendent Boarj md
Treasurer L. H. Defis to gni to
- Frankfort Tuesday bathe of
MAN BURNED IN DAWSON
PRISON.
Tragedy at Owensboro.—
Double Killing In a Min-
ing Town.






Promoters of Canning Foe-"Philippines For The Filipl-
"tory Are Sanguine of nos Will be His
Its Success Policy. (Special to New Era)
RUSSELLVILLE,•Ky., Feb. 1.—
Russellville is to have an electric
(Special to New Era.? OTHER BIC ENTERPRISES (Special to New Era) 
1 railroad, at least that is what the
DAWSON, Ky., Feb. 1.—The pHs- WASHINGTON, Feb. 1.—Ex-Gov. 
promoters say. The right of way has
on here burned early this morning. Taft took the oath of office as secre-
been secured in Todd, Simpson and
One prisoner, a man named Egbert. Hopkins ville capitalists seem to tary of war at noon today at the war 
Logan counties and a man is now in
perished in the flames. have awakened to the fact that if department. Secretary Root was 
Christian county securing the right
factories are to be located here they
of way in that territory.with him to turn over the conduct of
The road will be run from Frank-are the ones to inaugurate the move- the business to his case, and Lieut.
Gen. t:haffee introduced the new sec-ln to klopkinsville, coming throughment,and already it appears to be as- 
this city, and will connect at Frank-retary to the various military officerssured what several factories will be
built and ready for operation during
the present year.
One of the largest of these will be
a stave factory which will be built
at once. Messrs. J. Arthur Wallace
and W. A. Adcock are the promoters
of the enterprise and these gentle-
men will leave tonight for Ft. Wayne,
Ind., to purchase their machinery
and motive uower. From there they
will go to Indianapolis and buy the
most satisfactory dry kiln to be had.
Nothing but the best and latest im-
proved machinery will be bought by
them. The factory site has already
been secured on the Phelps propertylr PERSONAL near the Tennessee Central railroad.
(From Monday's Daily.) It will have a capacity of forty thous-
r. aine-rdee. H. Virgil Richards and staves and five thousand sets ofhave returned from a trip fl-krcuigh heading per day and will eFlorida and are stopping at Hotel mplo. 1841.1ttr"
Latham where they will spend the
winter. ry will start with contracts sufficient
to take up the entire output and for
Mr. Harry Peters has returned to
Henderson after a business trip here. this reason alone its success is as-
RICHTS OF WAY ARE BE-
INC SECURED.
AGENT IS IN CHRISTIAN
Arrangements Are Said to
Be Made For Financing
the Roads.
,WORK TO BECIN IN FALL.
KILLED SON-IN-LAW.
(Special to New Era)
OWENSBORO, Ky., Feb. 1.—John
Fister in self-defense today shot and
killed his son-in-law, Robert Deni-
son, who was attempting to return to
his wife from whom be had been
separated.
TWO DEAD; ONE DYINC.
(Special to New Era.)
BARBOURSVILLE, Ky., Feb. 1—
In a fight today at Wilton, a mining
town, Deputy Sheriff Mathew Hilton
shot and killed David and Thomas
Fletcher and fatally wounded John
Brock. The officer was trying to
serve a writ.
Mrs. W. M. Johnson will leave 
sured.
A site has also been secured on theTuesday on an extended visit to her
brother, Ross W. Davis, at Bloom- Phelps property, the money having
ington, Ind. been paid and the deed drawn up and
(From Friday's Daily.) signed, for an up-to-date furniture
factory. The gentlemen at the head
$76,000 sppropriation.needed U • 
Miss Lucy Harrison, of Rockport,
Ind.. who hag been visiting friends of this movement are among the
large the asylum. 43oth a "11 and relatives in Evansville for more most influential and best business
adapted for this spedl work - ;4, than a month, passed through the men of this city. Already enough
will carry with theulhe p11 us te‘ city yesterday enroute to Hopkins- stock has been subscribed for to
speci2cations of th Propoq ed ville.—Henderson Gleaner. make it almost certain that the fac-
dition, and will be lorougt" ly pel Mrs. C. B. Russell and baby are
pared to show the gislatc, :8 w h • visiting relatives in Hopkinsville.—
tory will be established, but for the
present the promoters do not wish




Dr. W. W. Ray Ares ,* om the Rev. Geo. C. Abbitt returned last 
names published. The capital
after a, 
tight from Louisville. stock will probably be $25,000. As is
position of superiOdent?
lmenda- Maj. Jno. D. Anderson, of Nash • 
the case with all successful furniture
successful and entY coP
factories now, the one to be located1111e, spent yesterday iu the city.
hie administration, kilke a tb respect
here will only manufacture special-
and admiration of er Yon, who has Dr. George F. Campbell, of Toledo, ties in their line and it is generally
con* in contact 41tt4bla whether O., is in the city for a few days. understood that they have control of
socially or in his/ officsral capacity. Mr. Ben Campbell has gone to a number of improvements that will
He is a gentlemen of culture, schol- 
Guthrie on business.
meet with an immediate demand as
Misses Annabel McGill and Noraarty attainment' and eminent pro- soon as placed on the market. This
Anderson, of Owensboro, are guests
tagalongs! skill. ['he people of this factory will give employment toof Mrs. R. C. Hardwick.
community wit e glad to learn that abut the same number of men as
Dr. Ray and 1 family expect to 
Miss Katie Belle Casey left this
morning for her home in Franklin, will the stave factory.
make Hopki ,ille their home. Tenn. She has been the guest of The canning factory prospect has
They have re .ived from the asy- Misses Alice Scobey and Letticia been published before but recently
lam to their i deuce on Campbell Fairleigh for the past two weeks. nothing new has developed in regard
and Thirteen streets. Dr. Ray has Mr. and Mrs. James K. Hooser to it and it has to a certain extent
nurchaeee f interest of Judge A. have returned from their 
bridal trip
and have taken rooms with Mr. and dropped out of the public mind. The
in Anderson Fow- Mrs. N. B. Edmunds. promoters, however, have not forgot-
ten it and are still at work on thee. Miss irBronaugh has gone to
scheme. It woul_- ' through almostIndianapolis to visit friends.
Wanted. Mrs. Henry Piper, of Nashville, without dobt if the farmers and those
arrived in the city this morning to owning land would agree to raise
od buggy horse after trial attend the funeral of her sister, Mrs. such crops as would suit such a fac-
/nth. Will pay for time H. G. Winfree. tory. This class of citizens, how-
se does not suit. Apply at
Mr. R. Handly, of Nashville, was ever, have not as yet exhibited suffl-/ dltwlt
in the city yesterday. cient interest, in the plan, although
Mr. and Mrs. Jas. C. Potter, of they would be the ones chiefly bene-
. Segentelter Dead, Plano. have gone to Hopkinsville to flted, and without their support such
visit their daughter, Mrs. Dr. a factory would not inake expenses..ohn Segenfelter, aged sixty- Lackey.—Bowling Green Times
Judge W. T. Fowler and Mr. W. R.wealthy citizen of Paducah, Journal.
Brumfield are the promoters and----ewe 
confidently expect to see their enter-
tether of Mrs. Harry G. Tandy,
Saturday night after a protract- What Are They?i prise receive the support it deserves.
lness. Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Another factory which may be
Tablets. A new remedy for stomach
I located here and owned by local cap-s....,peath of Baby. troubles; biliousness and constipa-
italists will be one for the manufac-tion and a good one. Price 250. For ,
infant of Mr. and Mrs. Sylves-
d at their home near Church
•aturday night of whooping
and Was buried in Hopewell
rery here Sunday.
ale by L. L. Elgin.
,3"-X1 -c) rt. 14..
Bears the The Kuul You Have Always Beilgid
Bignakze
of
ture of a metal and wood cleaner.
This cleaner is manufactured from a
mineral deposit found in Caldwell
county and when used on any kind
of metal removes all dirt or other
:1*!".1141411111111.111.11166111101111601411M114/Maigatakilia
44-
connected with the general staff and
military chiefs of bureaus, while
Chief Clerk Scofield pertormed a
like Ben ice for the civilian bureau
officers.
The Philippines for the Filipinos
will be the keynote of the policy of
Secretary Taft toward the far East
ern archipelago. In almost the last
speech he made before leaving the
Philippines for borne, he reiterated
this keynote, which he first sounded
when he was inaugurated governor
of the Philippine Islands.
foreign substance and imparts a very
. lin with the Kentucky Traction com-
pany's line, which is proposed to run
lfrom Louisville to Nashville.
The name of the company is the
Southern Kentucky Interurban and
Traction company. It is said that
work will begin this fall.
Local capitalists are interested,and
it is said that positive arrangments
have been made- for financing the
road.
COMMISSIONERS
For World's Fair Exhibit
Named by Governor.
Gov. Beckham has appointed the
fifteen commissioners for the Louis.
mission will be called together for
organization as soon as the appoint-
ments are approved by the senate.
The commissioners appointed by the
governor are:
A. Y. Ford, Louisville; Charles C.
Spalding, Lebanon; W. H. Newman,
Louisville; W. H. Cox, Maysville;
Samuel P. Jones, Louisville; Clar-
ence Dallam, Louisville; W. T. El-
lis, Owensboro; M. H. Crump, Bow-
ling Green; Charles E. Hoge, Frank-
fort; J. B. Bowlcs, Bardstown; A. G.
Caruth, Louisville; Samuel Grab-
bright and lasting polish without felder, Louisville; Garrett S. Wall.
scratching or otherwise injuring the .Maysville; W. J. Worthington,
metal. When used for cleaning Greenup; B. L. D. Gully, Morgan-
woad it acts equally as well and itlis
claimed it will remove all grease
stains, no matter how deep they may
have penetrated the wood. It is
probable that this factory will be lo-
cated here and the work of pulveriz-
ing and otherwise treating the min-
eral will be given to the laborers of
this city, but even if not the head-
office of the company will be located
here.
The Home Telephone company has
opened an office.
The Peerless Manufacturing com-
pany was incorporated last summer
with a capital stock of $10,000, but its
object has been kept a close secret.
General rumor says,however,and the
report is not denied, that the com-
pany has posess ion of a valuable pat-
ent on an article usedin nearly every
household and also very valuable to
nearly every mechanical trade. It is
supposed that after testing the mer-
its of their patent if it stands the test
and promises to meet their expecta-
tions the gentlemen will build a fac-
tory here for the manufacture of
the article.
A woolen mill has been one of the
most discussed topics along this line
for some time. There are some expe-
rienced gentlemen ready and willing
to embark in this business if suffi-
cient subscriptions to support the
factory should be raised, and it is
not improbable that the near future
will see the products of such a mill
being shipped front, th-ie city.
"Daniel Boone" coal contains 4




Mr. John II. Davis, of Henderson,
and Miss Eula McChord of this coun-
ty were married in the county clerk's
office this morning by Judge W. P.
Fowler. Mr. and Mrs. Davis left at
once for Henderson where they will
reside. The groom is a nice appear-
ing young man who has only recent-
ly been honorably discharged from
the regular army after serving in the
Philippines. The bride is an attrac-
tive looking young lady and is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
McChord of Iron Hill.
IN SEPTEMBER
Confederate Reunion Will
Be Held at Nashville.
At a meeting of the joint commit-
tee on Confederate reunion it was d J-
cided to hold the reunion in rash-
yule in September the exact date to
be named later. This is a departure,
past reunions having tieen held gen-
erally in June.
Wants a Divorce.
Suit for divorce was filed here this
morning by James H. Moss of Muh-
lenberg county, against Rubell Moss.
The petition states that the defend-
ant new lives in Christian county









the sovereignremedy for the speedy and perma-nent cure of Rheumatism, Catarrhand all diseases of the blood.
Miss Mary Mummy, Uhrichsville.says;
I had rheumatism, very painful, limbsand feet so badly swollen that I oonid notwear my shoes. Tried various remediesbut eould get no relief until I was In-duced to try Life Plant. When I hadtaken one bottle the swelling and pal*were all gone and have not returned,. Ifeel decidedly brtter every way. CanaOtsay too much for Llie Plant.
NO CURE NO PAY is our guaran-
tee. It is the most certain cure for
diseases of the blood on the market.If you feel badly why not take a
bottle, just the thing to tone up the
system.
Manufactured bY





Work is Begun in the Wes-
tern District of Ken-
tucky.
The American Society of Equity of
North America, a farmers' organize 
tion for controlling the prices of farm
products, has appointed Foster B.
McCowan, of tbis county, state de-
puty president. The plan of the so-
ciety is to establish local union-COP=
triets. Mr. MeCceiriteli ter cny 
braces the dark tobacco district of
Kentucky and Tennessee. He has
already organized twenty-five dis-
tricts in this and adjoining counties
and will push the work into all the
connties of his district.
The method of controlling prices is
to induce all members of the union
to hold their crops to secure better
prices, to limit production and virtu-
ally to corner the market, especially
of tobacco.
Don't The South Ken-
tucky Building &
You Loan Association




If you want to
Your save money and be
Own getting interest on
it all the time let
Home us sell you some
stock as an invest-
ment.
Por particulars address
Henry C. Gant, Pres.




Think we can please you also
Ever stop to think of your
teeth having anything to do
with your cleanliness, health
and looks?
Think of it before it is too
late.
Pretty, clean teeth—look bet-
ter—noticed by everyone.
Decayed teeth—foul breadth
—digestion out of order.
He who has clean, pretty
teeth possesses a fortune.
Sweet breath — indigestion
good—preserve them by using
good brushes and nice antisep-
tic tooth washes.
We have a large assortment
of these on hand.
Tooth brushes from 5c to 76c.
All kinds of tooth preparations
Call and see us.
Cook & I-1 iggins






T H E NEW E R rigiltaitiers the deaths were only
•
70 per cent of those expected. In
other words, the death rate among
moderate drinkers was nearly 40 per
cent more than among total abetain•
ere.
During the last thirty years there
died in Europe alone of alcoholism a




OFFICE:-New Era Building, SeventhStreet, near Main, Hopkinsville, Hy.
1.00 A YEAR.
aeoetved at the postoffice in Ropkinsvilleea seooad-cdass mail matter
more people than were killed in all
the wars of the nineteenth century.
The authority for theae statements is
 Matti Helenius, a member of the fac-
ulty of the University of Denmark,
who goes on to show that io Den-
Friday, Feb. 5, 1904
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COURT DIRECTORY.
Oiacurr()OURT-Firet Moaday in June
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
tember.
QUARTERLY COURT—Second Mondays
in January, April, July and October.
FISCAL OotraT-First Tuesday in April
and October.
00UNTT COURT -First Monday in every
month.
- ADVERTISING RATES: —•
One inch, first insertion  $ 1 00Utne inch, one month. II 00One inch, three months ........ . 5 00One inch, six months .... ... 900One inch, one year 16 00
Additional rates may be had by applies-Lion at the office.
Transient advertising must be paid for inadvance.
charges for yearly advertisements will beSolleast.ed quarterly.
All advertisements inserted without spec-fled time will be chn.rged for until orderedout.
Announcements of Marriages and Deaths,
ngnot exceedi dye lines, and notices ofpr aching puhlished gratis.
Otkitisarv Notices, ROSOICILIOLIS of Respect,andother cmilar notices. five cents per line
Facts About Whiskey.
Last year you drank 19 gallons of
alcoholic stimulants-or, if you
didn't you failed to drink your share
of the total amount consumed by the
people of the United State..
In 1870, according to the Chicago
Tribune,the consumption of alcohol-
ic Liguori' capita in the United
  tatee Was 1Q allana_
now amounting to 19 48 gallons per
capita.
That is one of the more or less
startling facts set forth In the Amer-
ican prohibition year book tor 1904,
just published. Other agates and
statements, all of them suggestive
and some of them appalling,
quoted from the same source.
In Illinois where local optton pre-
vails and high lioense is the rule, the
average savings bank depesit per
capita is $20 76. In Maine under pro-
hibition, the average per capita of
savings deposits is $108 75. From
these figures the Prohibitionists ar-
gue that even from a purely mone-
tary standpoint total abstinence
pays.
In 1880 Robert Warner, a Quaker,
applied to an English life ineurance
company for a policy, and was told
that, as a total abstainer, he would
have to pay an extra premium, the
company holding that the rnederate
use of liquor tended to prolorig life.
Warner did not believe this theory,
and started an insurance corniany of
his own. Warner's company idivid-
ed the risks it took into two lasses,
one made up of total abstaiiairs a..d
the other of men who drank jul mo&-
eration'. In the thirty-three I years
from 1880 to 1898 the deaths lb the
list of moderate drinks were 97 per
emit of those expected; in thellist of
THIN PEOPLE 1
want to get fat and fat pOple
want to get thin—htupan
nature. If you are fat cfpn't
take Scott's Emulsion. It
will make you gain flesh. i If
you are thin Scott's Entail-
sion is just what you n4ed.
It is one of the grealest
flesh producers known. Not
temporary gains but healthy,
solid flesh that will fill yut
the body where it is neead.
There's nothing better than
Scott's Emulsion for weak-
ness and wasting.
are
We'll sand you a sample free upon regassiiSCOTT S BOWNE,4oss Pearl Strom, Now In"
mark one out of every seven men
who die between the ages of 35 and
6: is a victim of alcoholism.
There are 660 towns and cities in
the state of Illinois in which prohi-
bition has been enacted into law. All
the state of Iowa but twenty-five
cities is still prohibition. There are
SOO prohibition towns and cities in
Wisconsin. Kentucky-wonderful
to say-total prohibition is the law in
forty-seven counties; in thirty-five
there is but one license tcwn, each;
in nineteen counties there are two
license towns, each, and in eighteen
counties license ii unrestricted. The
whole state of Tennessee is prohibi-
tion except eight cities of 5,000 pop-
ulation and over. North Dakota,
Maine and Kansas are the only three
states in the union which are entire-
ly pronibition.
The highest amount charged year-
ly for a liquor license is $3,503 hi
'Louisiana. ̀ Die lowest is $5, charged
In the same state. The license fee
varies between these two extremes
according to the amount of business
done.
When a boy tnrns his bulging
pocket inside out we marvel at the
quantity and variety of articles he
has stowed away. Odd lengths of
string, marbles, a horse-chestnut, a
top. brass nails, hickory-nuts, an ap-
ple and many more articles are gar-
nered by this "snapper up of uncon-
sidered trifles." We think the col-
lectieti meet be hard on a bOy's
pocket. And it is. But do we ever
think of the variety and miscellany
of the substances we put into the
pocket of our stomach? Thi re's the
apple and the nuts, and things be-
sides quite as indigestible as brass
nails and wtth no more food value
WirtIller Ma& tue dikislaut.:11
When the stomach breaks down un-
der the stain of careless eating
and irregular meals it can be per-
fectly and permanently restored to
health and strength by the use of
Doctor Pierce's Golden Medical Dis-
covery. The action of this medicine
on the stomach and other organs of
digestion and nutrition is so marked,
that relief from disease is at once ex-
perienced, and the headaches, liver
"troubles," kidney disorders, skin
eruptions and other symptoms of a
diseased stomach are quickly cured.
Whenever the use of a laxative med-
icine is indicated, use Dr. Pierce's
Pleasant Pellet.. They act in har•
mony with the •'Discovery" and as
sista its action by purging the bow
els of foul accumulations.
One-third of all the people in this
country are engaged in agricultural
pursuits-10,488,000 of them; while
all other industries employ only 18,-
866,000. The total farm area in the
United States is 841,000,000 acres, -
an area larger than England, Scot-
land, Wales, France, Germany, Aus-
tria, Spain, Japan, and the Trans-
vaal. Yet farmers are oppressed by
the "protective" tariff. Under it our
manufacturers are able to sell farm
machinery abroad much cheaper
thee our own farmers can buy it for.
$100 Reward, $ I 00.
The readers of this paper will bepleased to learn that there is at Iowaone dreaded disease that science hasbeen able to cure in all It stages, andthat is Ceterrh. Hall's Catarrh Cum-is the only poeltiee cure now knownto the medical fraternity. Catarrhbeing a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional treatment.Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern-ally, acting directly upon the bloodand mucous surfacee of the system.thereby destroying the foundation ofthe disease, and giving the patientstrength by building up the couetitu•tion and assisting nature in doing itswork. The proprietors have so muchfaith in its cura.tive powers that thesoffer One ttundred Dellats for :s11)case that it fails to cure. Send for11st of testettonials.
Address F.J. CHENEY k CO.,
Toledo, 0.Sold by all druggists, 75e.Take Hall's Family Pills for con-stipation.
Senator Dolliver, in one of his con-
gressiosal declamations, prais e
President Roosevelt's conduct in
Panama and says "he is a God-fear-
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(From Saturday's Daily) pies the chair of science
BASSETT-Major E. B. 13essett College at Russellville.
of this city, commanding the Second
battalion, Third regiment, K. S. G ,
has been appointed court officer for
the Third regiment. It will be his
duty to act in the same capacity as a
judge in civil law, and befoi e him all
minor offenses committed in the reg
iment will be tried.
DAVIS.-Sheriff Lem R Davis is
able to be at his office after being
confined to his home for several days.
He had a severe case of tonsilitie.
CANSLER.-His many friends iii
this region will regret to learn teat
Hopkinsville may lose Judg.• psie
Causler as a citizen. He will leave
next week for Enid, Oklahoma, with
a view to locating there.
STREET.-Sam Street,
ville, Ala., has taken a
• operator in the office of A
broker. Mr. Street is a
Charley Street, the crack
the Hopkinsville K. I.
team. Arthur Jackson
for W. D. Cooper.
STITH.-The Elizanethtown News
says: Mr. Ernest Stith has received
notice that he has been made pri-
vate secretary to Dr. Beard, the new
superintendent of the Hopkinsville
asylum and has been notified to re-
port for duty February 1st. Mr
Stith is ore of Eliza.betlitov. n's most
deserving young men, of excellent
character and habits and we believe
he will fill his new position admira-
bly. His wife will accompany him
and will most likely be given it poei-
tion at the asylum.
ROGERS.-A Frankfort deepaten
to the Courier-Journal tosses this
bouquet at Representative Janes F.
Rogers of this city: "Mr. Ruge.re
one of the broad-minded Republi-
cans in the house, and his speech
yesterday in favor of raising the pet
capita for inmates of the Ceefederiste
Home and making provision for the
wives of the inmates, Mailti many
friends for him. What he said was
sensible and to the point."
•-r‘JUL.1 Inieutmui iseef
PYE.-Mr. James Pye, furpieely
tary of the Liebheit-Kaiser Dry
Goods Commission company, of St.
Louis, Mo. It is a lucrative and high-
ly responsible position.
LLOYD.-Mr. R. N. Lloyd and
family, of Pembroke, will leave in
the near future for Memphis, Tenn.,
to reside.
DAVIS-Al ("Lefty") Davis, for-
merly a member of the Hopkinsville
baseball team and now a big league
star, was in Nashville yesterday en
route to Hot Springs. He said he
had not yet signed a contract fur the
coming season, and unless he can get
the salary he wants in the major
leagues he would sign up with some
team in either the Southern league
or American association. Last sea-
son he was with the New York
Americans.
WARD.-J. L. Ward, of this city,
owns numerous interesting relics.
One of them is an Isaac Watts hymn
book, published in 1798, which
was the property of his great grand-
mother. He also has a box of the
first matches put on the market, and
a copy of the New York Tribune,
containing an account of the assas-
sination of President Lincoln.
LINDSAY-Ed Lindsay is in town
selling drugs and looking after his
tobacco intereate. He has been mail-
ing out to customers and friends
some 1904 calendars on each of which
is a picture of his baby in a cart to
which a goat is hitched. To the small
boy is attached a card on which is
printed "E. B. L., Jr." He sent one
to an old sweetheart and today re-
ceived this note of thanks:
"Dear Ed: Put the card on the
goat. Billy leeks more like you than
that pretty baby does."
EMBOD Y.-Prof. George C. Em-
body, of Pennsylvania, is a guest of
Prof. Edmund Harrison's family at
Bethel Female College, and will take
part tonight in the Treble Clef club
entertainment at the institution.
Prof. Embody is said to possesses a









MANSFIELD.-Mr. J. W. Mans-
field, of Louisville, is in Hopkins-
ville tie make his home, and his pa-
rents will move here in a few weeks.
Mr Mansfield is a Harvard man, and
an expert stenographer. He reported
for tlie New Era the speech of Con-
sreseman Stanley which Is published
elsewhere in this impression.
Mysterious Circumstance.'
One was pale and sallow and the
other fresh will rosy. Whence the
difference? She who is blushing with
health uses Dr. King's New Life
l'ills to maintain it. By gently emu-
sing the lazy organs they c mpel




Mr. AR. Kane, a prominent drug-
gist it Baxter Springs. Kansas, says
"Chamberlain's Stemach and Liver
Tablete are, in n y - judgement, the
most superior preparation of any-
thing in use today for constipation.
They are sure in action with no ten-
dency to nauseate or gripe. For sale
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 crying; cures summer complaint.• 
Mayor Vey:ell of Owensboro, Ky.,, . szys: ''Our LAby was wasting away tow- _4.4whine. teethini,. His bowel's seemed rn..
o
or.r..-=xiR.:9.---   x 'l., von d control. Three physicians =-.  , _Taye him ut.. Owens link Mixture W_...-F. 
Ted his 1116. I cannot smr enough.
It SA % ed ow eaby." •
Nur,: gnnulne wlfbovt tilts
signature on every packag e: • 
/ Mc. set Sk. be1143.
Aiety beck it set satists,
Per sample and book tree, address THE FLOYD MEDICIN13 CO., DETROIT. AWL'
Mil FLOYD'S DYSPEPSIA TABLETS 1114`.`"6-1417:104•11
soia cr L. L.-Elgin:Anderson & Foviler, J.
,0. Cook, R. C. Hardwick, Cook:&Higg
W.P. Winfree .5. T. Kn
Winfree & Knight,
REAL ESTATE
The seasan of the year when people want to buy real estate is at handa...ti we invite those who want to buy or sell to consult this column,We have excellent facilities for oonducting the business and wal ad-vertise the property put into our hands free of charge, and will furnishprospective customers conveyance to look at property without cost to themCome to see us if 3 eu want to sell, it costs you nothing if rou fail.Mit property with 8 or 10 acres of land, 3 dwellings, one spore house withgood trade established, blacksmith shop and postoffice *h daily mailThe mill is in a fine agricultural election with a good localty of 60 barrel of flour per day. Thoroughly equipped sh rt system rollermill. About 4 miles frem railroad and uo other mill wit
anufsotoum. r m Cilaesp7A
splendid chance for investment. Will sell at a bargain. Good reason forselling.
A nice farm of 111 acres of land, 30 acres in tinther, g 15 room dwelling,outhouses, stable. tobacco barn; within 5 miles of Hop sville,farm. 
fill r htrolloedks




of railroad station. New dwelling of six rooms and all, new barn andlarge stable, two good cabins, good cistern, floe orch 
d 
about ' in timber; balance in fine state of cultivation.
Mrs. H C. Winfree a Victim 
512 acres in tract, 400 acres in culti- I Farm of 40q
level and ism, ile of mill,
lEiplsndiei tioof Consumption. 
vation, ground lies very
a very rich soil.
I Produced last year 75 bu. corn per stable. 7acre, 24 bu. wheat per mere, and 1,000 tobacco b
I to 1200 lb.. of tobacco per aor
arm in 415."1-tion a4leel'ind
(From Saturday's Daily) 1 There are 225 acres of iLaura Nichols Winfree diediitm ar twine on 1.ast inineenth
street this morning of consuniption
from which she had been a sdfferer
for more than a year. Recently her
condition became much worse and
her life had been despaired of for
several days. She was a daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Nichols and was
married to Mr. H. G. Winfree sev-
eral years ago. She was about thir-
ty-two years of age and was a con-
sistent member of the First Preeby-
terian church. Her husband and
three children sirvive her. The fun-
eral will be preached at the resi-dence tomorrow afternoon at 2:80nclock by the Rev. J. L. Wyatt. In-terment in Hopewell cemetery.
Have You Indigestion?
If you have Indigestion, KodolDyspepsia Cure will cure you. It hascured thousands. It is curing peopleevery day-every hour. You owe itto yourself to give it a trial. You will
continue to suffer until you do try it.There is no other combination of di-gestants that digest ahd rebuild atthe same time. Kodol does bob.Kodol cures, etrenethetim re-builds. Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
••••••••
To Cure a Cold in One Day.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tab-lets. All druggists refund the moneyif it fails to cure. E. W. Grove's sig-nature is on each box. 25e.
Cs
Recently, in Brussels 2,500 youngmon competed for situations payingbut $150 a year. Only 200 got places,yet Belgium has a good stiff tariff,ald therefore must be prosperous.
_
Another Case of Rheumatism Cured
By Chamberlain's Pain Balm.
The efficacy of Chamberlain's Pain
Balm in the relief pf rheumatism is
being demonstrated daily. Parker
Triplett, of Ciriggsby, Va., says that
Chamberlain's Pain Balm gave him
permanent relief from rheumatism
in the back when everything else
failed, and he would not be witheat
it. For sale by L. L. Elgin.
—
Dividend No. 2
At a meeting of the board of di-
rectors of the Placters Hardware
Co., a dividend of four per cent (1%)
was declared out of the net earnings
for the six months ending Jan. 1,
1904, and payable at office of said
company. C. S. JACKSON,
d2t & w2t Sec. dc Treas.
One of the most desirable residen-ces on S. Vir. St., corner lot 80 feet .Lwo
beautiful shade and fruit trees, good 11 Tie onlyclAern, stable and all necessary out- ,sinbuildings. All in excellent repair.Price and terms reasonable.
•.170 acres of land 4}i miles north ofHopkinsville near Madisonville road. and fret,on L. & N. R. R., lays well and wa-, An etctered, adapted to fruit oultur3 and land, on ,truck gardening, also stock raisingand farming, with prospects for min-era's and oil. Cheap at $10 per acre.Has dwelling with 6 rooms, newbarn and tenant house.
60 acres of fine land 134 miles fromHopkinsville on Canton pike, goodspring and barn, fenced and has 20acres of timber. Very desirableproperty. strawberriesVenty If water, very,
;sold at a-!-"It1,111-4:1a.*vp4law-ce pas a fine 10 room reeoi:.1.
of timber and water. Desirable place! tol -will be sold cheap. 
B road,inls
deuce. Large oarns, gooci pond,/ goo4cisterns, 6 tenant houses, plenty
ed on good public road, in Montgoes-!w
negro labor, is well fenced and locat- ; otz ble
ery County, Tenn, 7 miles north of l oranaClarksville and 6 miles from nearest :r&fr.p,station.'
This place can be bought for only$45.00 per acre, $10,000.00 cash andbalance on very easy terms, with 6per cent. interest.
Trice farm or 142 acres within8 miles of Hopkinsville, on good pub-lic road. Good dwelling, tobacco ,barn, stable, outbuildings and plenty I
front by 268 feet deep House with in
We have the following Floridalands that we will sell at low priceor exchange for farming hind in thissection: 361 acres in Pasco county,120 acres in Pasco county, 200 acresin Hernando county 160• acres inHillsboro county. One of the abovetracts is heavily timbered with thefinest yellow pine, and another isheavily timberc..1  with the pine fromwhich they malts, turpentine. Forfurther description, etc., see Us.One of the most desirable houses Valuable store room on M.in the city for boarding house; cen- street. One of the best business tobadly located, convenient to busi- tions in the city.ness and oepots within one square Nice cottage on corner of BrO
of Main St. 
apd Broad streets, 7 rooms, gw6,14:Good farm .of 160 acres, 2 miles buildings, cistern, etc. Cheapfrom Bennetstown Ky. Good house on reasonable terms.3 rooms tenant house, good well, Residence, 6 rooms, stable, elarge tobacco barn, good frame 8th- age house and all necessary outble 28x30 feet,40 acres in fine timber, , ings good cistern and orchard.good level land and a desirable farm acres of land adjoining Southconvenient to schools and: &unwire 1 ptulacckeyaCtoloiewgep,ri$0e1,600aad. oWnileaal yeetes1Uand on good road.
cres of fine land in 3.4
)st office and church.
of ten rooms, large
s for hands, 8 large
„ 90 acres fine timber,. Fsieurati good condi-ry productive. Will beTgain.
223 acres out Nashvillefrom Hopkinsviile sod
Pembroke, good two-welling, 6 rooms,
new barns, stables are. rhis farm will be sold'•cc and on easyterms
Lar ,e two-otory- Qua,.acres of ground fronting 0
stree and running back to the river.Cie xesideaes on corner of Mat*and t streets, ,frontin_g 60 feet QaMai 200 feel deep. House has sixrr ol good okijarn,atabie and necesl out-bunlings• For sale.gt les of fin, land just outsideteou Palityra road.462 per softcot*.e on 4th St.,fourkiteen, porch, good eue.-nd rn. price $000,
r euce lots on Mainislpki Ile, well located,vaostclots on West aide ofor 116 at a low brio.Elegan Yloth400 ft. on Jesup a ire•us. Uot. e‘hol with *large roomsporohet get outbulld ingsohade,f.,reePrioe $1,400.
ustrm of lib acres of)oublic road, in one ofthe best wborhoods in SouthChristian40. Arnient to postoffice,schools an, uhes, in It high stateof cultivat , \goocl dwelling 2 roomsand hall,onilstgeitobacco barn,goodstables and cO-sv hose, buggy house,2 new cabins, sn oke house, henhouse, new wire feice, nice,yoiazorchard, Frapes, sp-berries
water closet, etc. 2 good stock barnss in Montgomery coun
turnpike road Eii miles from Hop- easy terms.kinsville- New eight room dwelling Some beautiful va, it lots on Wal-with three porches, well arranged nut street.with hot and cold water, bath tub, 400 acres of desirai farming land
A splendid farm of 210 acres mil desirable, will be 80. eh:amp:led:
. . •
granary, cabins, &c., with windmill, ly timbered, 10 miles .0,min. Hnoewigehil:branch of never failing water through K . price $5.00 per acthe farm. All undergood wire fenced_. Finand in a high state of cultivation and borhood of Howell, K. at a great.-in excellent neighborhood. A model bargain, ,stock farm. Will be sold oheap. Very desirable suburt r sidenoeA beautiful home; two story brick house two stories, 8 roeresidence; 8 rooms; hall and bath in good repair, about 7room with bath fixtures and all mod- just outside the city lin.ern conveniences; everything new the best street.and in excellent repair; house piped A nice residence atfor water and gas, and wired for lot of 10 acres six room .electricity; good cellar, cistern, sta.- two room office in .1ble and all other necessary outbuild- servants house, large goodings; nice shade trees. This proper- large stable and carriage I,ty will be sold at a bargain,
shade and fruit trees, neve
all necessary out buildings`,
well, good cistern; conveni€1\pot, school and church; 6 meHopkinsville with good pike.the whole distance. Splendioion o egforeladaaoictoriA arm of 120 se,
Cox Mill Road 4 miles from Hesville; well improved, good cMg, 6 rooms, stables, granary,and all necessary out houses.,class land in fine condition.
1
company of Christians, acting as a har-
monious unit, may win great spiritual
victories. The text is Judges vii, 6,
"And the number of them that lapped,patting their hand to their month, was
three hundred men."
No sinecurist is the army's recruiting
cer. In most cases, whether in peace
war, the problem which must be- Solved by the war department is net"How can we reject our volunteers?"
but "How can we persuade or eves
compel men to enlist in the ranks?"
During America's great civil war all
healthy men in the south between the
ages of eighteen and sixty were forcedto shoulder a musket if unwilling to go
as volunteers, while in the north, after
the volunteers had ceased to respond toLincoln's repeated calls for troops, the
"draft" officers went everywhere.
The story of Gideon's campaign is
unique in history. Here was a general
about to march against a powerful in-vader, well armed and equipped, whom
he must meet with a raw and undis-
ciplined force, actually reducing by a
capricious test the number of his fol-
lowers. Under God's command he dis-pensed with nine-tenths of his men.When General Gideon raised his stand-ard to repel the invasion of the Mid-lanites and Amalekites 82,000 volun-teers answered the call to arms. ButGod said to Gideon, better quality thanquantity. Better a few loyal and de-
voted men to repel the invasion than agreat host made up of disgruntled andfault finding, indifferent recruits. Gid-eon, as directed by God, cut down thenumbers of that Israelitish army. Hecut them down and down and downand down until there were left onlythree hundred men—only three smallcompanies to follow their intrepid lead-er. But they won the victory. So itmay be in the great conflict betweengood and evil in this world. Conse-crated. loyal, earnest men are neededIn the struggle for righteousness. Thefalling away of the half hearted, the
quarrelsome, need occasion no alarm.Tbe fight is the Lord's, and he can ac-complish more with a few brave souls,
inwpired with the Holy Spirit and de-
voted to him, than with a host of nomi-
nal Christians disloyal to him and an-
tagonistic to one another.
The Church Army.
The church should be a harmonious-
ly organized army. The loyalty with
will one soldier holds to another in
the niflal army decides to a great
extent the aggregate strength of that
army. When going into battle it is
just as important for a soldier to know
that be is standing shoulder to shoul-
der with friends as to realise that he is
standing face to face with attacking
foes. Civil war veterans have told me
that the affection which bound the
men of each company together was like
bands of unbreakable steel. If a sol-
dier out foraging found food hidden
away in a barn or if he found a desert-
ed pile of blankets or an extra pile of
dry woock to be cut Into kindling, the
first persons he thought of were those
of his company. There the mem-
bers shared each other's joys. They
sympathized with each other in their
sorrows. If one of their number did
wrong or got into trouble, the different
members of his company would always
come to his assistance. So, my friends,
the members of each separate Chris-
tian church ought to be linked together
by gospel love. They should try to
shield each other and pray for each
other and care for each other and help
each other. They should never before
the world expose each other's weak-
nesses any more than a wife should be
willing to publish before a cynical
neighborhood the weaknesses and
shortcomings of her husband. Church
members, in other words, should "be
kindly affectioned to one another, with
brotherly love, in honor preferring one
another."
Not True Christians.,
"The church a harmonious gospel
company? Oh, no," says one. "That
ideal is not always a possibility. I
know it is not possible for me to live
In sympathy and love with all the
members of my church. Some of them
have been too mean and have done me
too many injustices. I can truly say
I do not want to harm them, but I
certainly desire that they should leave
me entirely alone. I certainly intend
to leave them entirely alone. I do not
wish to keep them out of heaven, but
I do not wish some of them to sit be-
side me in a celestial mansion or by
any common earthly fireside made of
brick and stone." My friend, by such
an answer you are proving the Holy
Spirit's power inefficacious. You are
demonstrating that you are unwilling
to become one of Gideon's band and
live in faithful harmony with the
chosen three hundred. God is willing
to give you grace enough to love all
r fellow church members if you
will only ask for that grace. Has not
the sure testimony' been given, "I can
1 do all things through Christ which
strengtheneth me?' What an illus-
tration of that fact we had in the doe-
lug months of the life of General
Grant! In the darkest hours of that
eventful life, when cancer, that most
horrible of all'illassees, was slowly bat






FRANK DE WITT TALMAGE, DiDe
Pastor of Jefferson Park Presby-
teritan Church. Chice.ge• 
general, as a sticcessful politician, but Iknow him," wrote his fanfily
clan, Dr. Douglass, "as a patient, gen-tle, quiet, uncomplaining sufferer, look-ing death calmly in the face and count-ing almost the hours he bad to 1;ve,and those hours were studied by himthat he might contribute something ofbenefit to some other fellow sufferer.Los Angeles, Cal., Jan. 31.—To the, If he was great in his life he was evenchurches and religious communities greater in his death!"that have been torn by dissension or The Gra** of God.weakened by discord and defection this If the Lord God could give sufficientsermon conveys a powerful and inspir- grace to Ulysses S. Grant to serve hiniI ag lesson, showing how even a small amid such harrowing surroundings
will not God give you enough grace inthe darkest hours of your Christian lifeto be a good Christian soldier, so thatyou shall love your fellow church mem-bers as yourself? I say "in the darkesthours of your life" because I firmlybelieve that some so called Christiansare passing through a religious crisis.
, You are now about to decide your
whole eternal destiny. You are to de-
Mde it not by how you profess to love
God, but by how you are willing to
love your fellow church members. Are
you ready, here and now, as Christian
soldiers to "be kindly affectioned to one
another, with brotherly love in honor
preferring one another?" Do not tell
me that it is impossible for you to live
in Christian sympathy with those who
belong to your same ehurch family. By
the grace of God it is possible. And if
roil are not willing to let that divine
love have full control of your life, then
instead of staying in a church and dis-
puting and finding fault continually
With the other members it is far bet-
ter for you to leave that church and go
hack to the world and thereby play
the gospel coward, as did the 22,000
men who deserted Gideon's standard
it the first opportunity the Hebrew
commander gave them to skulk home.
The church should be a harmoniously
organized army. It is not only possible
thereby to hurl a solid front against
the Satanic foe, but also by preponder-
ance of numbers, concentrated in one
move, to make, as the Bible says, a
little one "become a thousand and a
small one a strong nation." Concentra-
tion in military parlance means not
only conquest, but generally the com-
plete mystification and disorganization
of an opposing foe. If by a sure mathe-
matical calculation the military chief-
tain can drive as a battering ram ten
offensive men against one man on the
defensive, the successful outcome of the
conflict becomes an assured fact.
Poorer of the Prayer Sleeting.
It was by the successful concentra-
tion of forces against his enemies and
by the lightning rapidity of his move-
ments that Napoleon Bonaparte wonhie great victories. During all the mil-itary career er 41., ‘•Littic coitacaii••
bla armies were outaema.ii.a
of his opponents. But one day we find
the brilliant military genius attacking
one wing of the Austrian army. The
next day we find him attacking another
wiag of the Austrian army. One day
be is falling upon the defenseless Ital-
lani fields by boldly scaling the Alps.
Another day we see him concentrating
hisiartillery fires upon a separated part
of the German army. Napoleon with
hisi forces would have been wiped off
the; face of tlee earth ten years before
he met his fate at Waterloo had he at-
tempted to battle his enemies in bulk.
He beat Austria and Italy and Ger-
many and Spain by defeating his foes
by detail—piecemeal. He did it by the
power of military concentration. This
waif the way Frederick the Great car-
ried on his wars of many years. This
was the way Washington and Nathanael
Greene won their victories, and it was
In this way that "Stonewall" Jackson,
with a small force at his back, became
the terror of every northern commander
campaigning upon Virginia soil. So,
my friends, as Gideon marshaled his
three hundred, the church soldiers
should be a united band. They must
be able to hurl all their spiritual
strength against the Satanic foe in one
place and at one time.
How can this great forward move-
ment of a single church against sin be
concentrated and conserved? First, by
all the church members every seven
days answering church roll at the mid-
week prayer meeting. Wednesday
night ; yet. meeting is even more im-
portant than the Lord's day worship.
It is by the commingling of prayers
that the spiritual forces of a church
become inflamed with the holy zeal and
all conquering gospel enthusiasm. It is
to that roll call that the members of
the church must give diligent heed.
Concentrated church membership at the
midweek prayer meeting is of over-
whelming importance. I know of what
I speak. During my life I have observed
the ways of two kinds of churches.
In the one I have seen a mighty gos-
pel conquest going on month in and
month out. Why? The people attend-
ed the midweek prayer meeting. In
the other kind of church spiritual re-
sults were never assured. Why? The
people, no matter how the pastor beg-
ged and pleaded, failed to attend the
midweek prayer meeting. A church
with a full prayer meeting means a
/spiritually conquering church. A church
with an empty prayer meeting means
a spiritually dead church. Hear it, ye
pewsi Hear It! The spiritual success
of eNtery church is to be decided by
whether its members will regularly
assenlble, as did the first church in the
upper chamber of Jerusalem, to pray
together earnestly week by week for
the Manifestation of the power of the
Holy :Ghost
Concentrate Church Forces.
The concerted forward movement of
a church, in the next place, must be
manifested In the united voices of its
members lifted in songs of praise and
In its 'gospel energy. Oh, yes, the very
best Voices trained by our musical col-
'cites are never too good to be allowed
gins, how bravely. how calmly, bow to slog in the church choir. But the two thousand men who are not ready to
unselfishly the great soldier bore his church members have no more right, let Christ lead them as he would.
suffering and, sustained by God's in this gospel movement, to let the The Loyal Few.
grace, went unfalteringly to the grave. choir do an the singing than the pew But I cannot close my study of this
"The world my know him as a great has to expect the pulpit to do all the mighty theme of the church as a con-praying. Methodist pews have sung as
• many immortal souls into glory as
Methodist pulpits have won by preach-
ing. "Let everything that breathes
praise the Lord!" In every service let
the old fashioned hymns be given out
and let all the people sing. Yea, shout
forth your gospel battle songs like the
sound of many waters! Concentration
of the church forces in prayer meetingmeans spiritual conquest for Christ
Concentration of the songs of praise in
one great congregational chorus means
also spiritimi conquest for Christ.
The concerted strength of the church,
In the next place, should make that
church a unit in its belief in the au-
thority of God's revealed word and
also in its protest against sin, wherever
found. When the three hundred Gide-
onites went forth to battle, their most
effective weapons were a lighted lamp
concealed within a pitcher and a trum-
pet in the right hand. The lamp light-
ed can be used as the symbol of gospel
faith, as revealed in God's word. The
trumpet can be used as the symbol of
the voice of a Christian church protest-
ing against a world steeped in sin.
Plenty of room in every Christian
church for all repentant sinners saved
by Christ's blood, but no room for any
man who will not accept the sacrificial
blood of Jesus Christ and who will not
protest against sin, wherever found.
The Christiae church must be a unit
'In its Calvary belief, and it must be a
unit In its protest against sin.
As in every other army, the Christian
army must have a countersign. When
I belonged to the United States army,
during the Spanish-American war,
there were certain times I could not
pass in or out of the camp without
giving the countersign. So we find
that all the Christian churches have a
countersign. That countersign is one
word of five letters, and that one word
is Jesus, Jesus, Jesus, Jesus! Jesus,
who is our Saviour; Jesus, who lived
and died and rose again to redeem the
world and to save his people from
their sins.
Be Brave For the Right.
The church army must be a har-
monious army and show a brace front.
There is sure to be to a more or less
extent cowardice lurking in the hearts
of us all. If one Christian soldier is
allowed, using a common phrase, to
show the "white feather," he will be
very apt to demoralize all the ranks.
"What!" you say. "Every man to a
more or less extent a coward?" Yes,
my friend. We all have a cowardly
streak within us. We must therefore
be very careful how we let a faint
hearted Christian soldier influence us to
turn and run.
If you do not believe that all men
may become outward cowards, read the
als, than whom no braver man ever
lived. Yet he tells us that when he
went into battle the Airst time he trem-
bled like an aspen leaf shaken in the
wind. He was so scared that he would
have turned and fled but for the fact
that he was afraid his regiment would
run away with him. Then, mach to
his surprise, when he came to where
the enemy had been encamped he found
that they had been even more frighten-
ed than himself. During the previous
night, without striking a blow, the en-
emy had turned and fled. Yes, there is
a cowardly- streak in all of us. There-
fore, Christian soldiers, do not go pub-
lishing around your fears. Do not
criticise your minister in public, be-
cause you may start others criticising
him. Do not talk about your anxieties
lest the church audiences should not
keep up. Do not exaggerate the re-
sults of your foolish imaginations. Do
not, in other words, give free rein to
your gospel cowardice. If you do you
may unkennel and unleash the coward-
ly disposition in us all. If you ever
wish to be a blessing as a church mem-
ber, only sound forth the inspiring
words of hope. God knows there are
enough and too many who are always
ready to sit around in the dark church
corners and croak the miserable, whin-
ing, grating words of despair.
Strength In Unity.
Lastly, I remark that a church mem-
bership should be a united and har-
monious and compact army. One traitor
in the camp can do infinitely more dam-
age than five hundred enemies without
Benedict Arnold, after he had fled into
the British ranks, was not to be feared.
But had Major Andre, his messenger,
gone safely through to New York city,
and had he, Arnold, been allowed to
command West Point one week longer,
all hopes of American liberty would
have been destroyed. Julius Caesar
could conquer nations, but Julius Cfesar
could not defend himself against a
traitor's dagger. "What! Thou, too,
Brutus?" tells the whole story of the
infinite mischief a traitor may be able
to do.
It is of vast importance that the
preservation of the sacred honor of the
Christian church be intrusted to those
who are truly her friends. Therefore,
my fellow church members, never try
to placate a church enemy by electing
any man to a position of trust unless
he be a prayerful man and unless deep
down in his Christlike heart he fully
realizes the solemnity of his trust.
Never elect any man to a position in a
church unless that man is first ready to
put all bitterness out of his heart and
to get down on his knees and earnestly
and tenderly say: "0 Lord, my God,
teach me to love my fellow church
members. Teach me to be an under
shepherd to them, as thou art ready to
guide me. Teach me, 0 Master, to
say, 'I forgive,' as I wou;d have thee
say unto me, 'I forgive thee also, my
child.'" No man in church life is fit-
ted to be a leader of men until he him-
self is fire ready to be cleansed of sin.
Better a smaller church; better three
htindred loyal Gideonites than thirty-
quering army without telling you, mypeople, the object I have in view.
First, I want to kindle to holy zeal the
scores and hundreds and thousands of
churches all over the land which have
been for years torn and rent asunder
with internal strife. Pastors are dis-
couraged, people are discouraged.
Christian communities are discouraged
about them. "Oh," these people say,"we are only a little handful. We
have dwindled down and down untilthere is hardly any membership left.
What are we to do?" Why, ye dis-
couraged churches, by the grace of
God ye can do everything. God has
been sifting your membership until thebest are left. You are now a Gideon's
band. United and welded together by
trouble you can accomplish wonders.
It was not by great numbers that Gid-eon won, but by the loyalty of a few.
My second purpose in this sermon isto show you that these conquerors over
the Midianitish hosts were ordinarymen. Who were they? We don't
know. They were selected at random.
Some came perhaps from wealthy
homes; some came from the homes of
poverty. They were all selected simply
by the way they lapped up the water
when they drank of the famous brook.
So God is going to judge our availabil-
ity to be among his chosen followers
by the way we are ready to do, in his
name, the little things of life. He will
judge whether we are fitted for mem-
bership in the Gideonite band by the
way we smile a good morning; by the
way we help upon the car a poor wom-
an with her basket; by our willingness
to sit by a humble sickbed; by the way
we lead in prayer in the house of trou-
ble and by the way we forgive.
Under Christ's Banner.
The third purpose: I would show
that these three hundred immortal
Gideonite conquerors were all volun-
teers. Christ's disciples must be volun-
teers, not conscripts. One of the most.
horrible pictures ever painted was that
by M. Clairin, called the "Conscripts."
It shows an African scene where hun- •
dreds of young men are manacled in
chains and are being forcibly compel-
led to enter the sultan's army. As con-
victs they are being driven away to al-
most certain death_ But Christ's army,
like that of Gideon, has in it no con-
scripts. The Christian soldier of the
church must be a volunteer. Will you
enlist under Christ's banner? Will you
go forth in the name of this church, a
united band, to march against the Sa-
tanic hosts? Will you go forth a har-
monious company of Christians, ready
to battle in Christ's name? Will you
not realize that all your past trials
whether in church or out of it, have
been only a means used to fit you for
ultimate gospel triumph? Will you be-
Many a foe is a. friend in disguise,
Many a sorrow a blessing most true,
Helping your heart to be happy ahd wise,
With faith ever precious and love ever
new.
So stand in the van;
Strive like a man;
This Is the bravest, the cleverest plan:
Trusting In Christ, will you do what you
can?
[Copyright, 1904, by Louis Klopsch.]
Native American Drugs.
An alarm which will have a novel
sound to most laymen is uttered by
Dr. Henry Kraemer in the American
Journal of Pharmacy. It is that if the
present rate of gathering native herbs
and drugs continues for ten years it is
probable that our principal medicinal
plants will be well nigh exterminated
unless measures are taken to conserve
them.
The cutting off of the forests also en-
dangers these growths. Some of our
well known plants are already nearly
exterminated. Among these are spige-
lia, serpentaria, senega and cypripe-
dium.
The following classification is given:
Cultivated medicinal plants in the
United' States, 190; wild indigenous or
neutralized, 178; foreign plants that
might be cultivated, 56; foreign plants
uncertain as to cultivation, 75. Ap-
proximately three-fourths of all medic-
inal plants are growing wild or in cul-
tivation in this country, and of the
rest probably one-half could be grown
here.
No Overproduction of cheese.
"You might as well look for an over-
production of children as an overpro-
duction of cheese," said U. S. Baer, sec-
retary of the Wisconsin Cheesemakers'
association. "The fact that we have
upward of 1,700 cheese factories in
Wisconsin has raised the cry that the
business is being overdone. The people
of this country have not yet learned to
eat cheese, but they are coming to it.
Let me tell you the consumption per
capita in England is nearly thirteen
pounds a year, while in Wisconsin it is
only about three pounds a year to each
person. We are away above the aver-
age of the states in the consumption of
cheese, notwithstanding we are so for
behind the Englishmen in this respect.
There were produced in Wisconsin dur-
ing the past year 00,000,000 pounds of
cheese, which is more than a quarter of
the whole amount produced in the Unit-
ed States. There is no Wisconsin cheese
being exported for the simple reason
that the domestic demand takes all the
supply."—Milwaukee Sentinel.
Japan's Postal Service.
The cheapest postal service in the
world is that of Japan, where letters
are conveyed all over the empire for
2 men, about seven-tenths of a penny.
This is the more wonderful considering
the difficulties of transport over a
mountainous and irregular country,
which has less than 100 miles of rail-
way, while wagons can pass over only
a few of the chief roads and the steam-
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A perfectRemedy for constipa-
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Worms ,Convulsions ,Feverish-
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Dr. T. A. Slocum, the Great Chemist and SpecialistWill Send Free, to the Afflicted, Four LargeSamples of His Newly Discovered Remedies,
"thJijThg9IAIL.IJJroat,
Nothing could be fairer, more philanthropic or carry more joy to theafflicted, than this offer. Confident that he has discovered an absolute
cure for consumption and all pulmonary complaints, and to make its greatmerit known, he will send his Complete Treatment, embracing four largesamples, to any reader who may be suffering from coughs, colds, catarrh,bronchial, throat and lung troubles or consumption.
Already this "New Scientific Course of Treatment" has permanently
cured thousands of apparently hopeless cases. There will be no mistakein nding—the mistake will be in overlooking the generous invitation.
Free to All
To obtain theme Four Free Preparations that have never yetfailed to cure, all you have to do is to write
Dr. T. A. SLOCUM, 98 Pine Street, New York.
giving full postoffloe and express address. The four FREE remedies wit




Are sure indications of some form of stomachtrouble, biliousness or a bad liver. Malaria will
next overtake you. Don't risk it, and aiaove all,
don't take calomel or quinine—both are dangerous
HERBINE
has all their virtues—none of their
deadly effects. HERBINE taken
regularly will forestall headaches, put
the digestive organs in perfect condi-
tion, head off biliousness, headaches,
liver ills, keep you in good health.
TRY IT TO-DAY.
eb. Softie. An Druggists.
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otisvilie and Nashvire RailroadTIME CARD. Effective April 13th.NORTH. SOUTH.No 62 St Louis Express 9  50 a ra No 61 St Louis Express 5'18No 64 St Louis Fast Mail  9:47 p m No 63 St Louis Fast Mail. _6:40 a mNo 92 Chicago and New No 91 Chicago and NewOrleans Limited 5:40 a m Orleans Limited 11:58 p na----- -No 66 Hopkinsville Accom..8:46 p m No 66 Hopkinsville Acoom..6:00 amNos 52 and 64 connect at St Louis for all points west.No 51 connects at Guthrie fol Memphis line points as far south as Erinand for Louisville, Olnoinnati and the east.
Nos. 53 and 55 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisville, Cincinnati and all points north and east thereof. Nos 68 and 66 also connectfor Meynni-lie and way points.
No. 92 ruus through to Chicago and will not carry passengers to pointssouth of Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis.No 93 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Jacksonville, St. Augustineand Tampa, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to New 0,1eana. Connects atGuthrie for points east and West.
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J.Q HOOR, Agt.
Child's Education—Rev. J. M. Gor-
don.
4. Children's Reading Circle and
District Libraries—Miss Doyle An-
derson.
Appetite poori-ax 'Dowelsconstipated? Tongue coated?Head ache? It's your liver!Discussion—Rev. A.D. Leitchfield. AAyer9 s Pills are liver pills, allMiscellaneous business, vegetable. iir,;dvreoz,.. toc,Vittv.e4F:'Adjournment.
Katie McDaniel, County Supt.
AT PEMBROKE
Teachers Association Will
Meet Next Saturday. I
The Christian County. Teachers
Association will meet in Pembroke C. E. Dudley, Supt. Pembroke Grad-on Saturday, Feb. 6, 1904, beginning ed Schools.
at 10 o'clock a. m. All teachers are Dr. Edwards Stricken.expected to be present and a cordial Dr. N. M. Edwards. formerly ofInvitaiion is extended to every one Lafayette and a brother of Mrs. T.
to attend. Come prepared to take
IL. Bacon, was stricken with paraly-
some part in the program, at least in
the general discussion. Let us make
this the best meeting of the year.
The program will be as follows:
Devotional exercises.
Music.
L The Study Recitation ;TheStudy
Lesson—Chapters VIII andIX. Hins
dale's Art of Study; Miss Fannie
Hutchenson.
2. Attacking the Lesson; The Rec-
itation Lesson—Chapters X and XI
Hinsdale's Art of Study, Miss Eliza-
beth F. Walker.
Discussions of Topics first and sec-
ond—Misses Katie Townes, Lillian
Bash and Lizzie Smithson.
8. Methods in Arithmetic; Miss
Carrie A. Wood. Discussion—Mrs.
Mattis B. Doss and Miss Alice West.
4. Presentation of History—Misses




1. The Trustee's Part in the Child's
Education—Mr. Lyman McComb,
president Board of Education, Pem-
broke schools.
2. The Parent's Part in the Child's
Education—Prof. L. W. Turner,
Trenton.
General discussion.
sis Tuesday while on his way in Sla-
ter, Mo., from his residence to his of-
fice. His condition is critical.
It is dangerous for one to take pa-
tent medicines of unknown composi-
tion.
When a person is really sick, thebest course is to call in a physician.Often times, however, a person isrun down, and out of sorts, withoutbeing actually tick.
At sago time, a good commonsense digestive tonic is usually allthat is needea.
Such a tonic is Walther's Pepton-ized Port, which you can get at An-derson & Fowler & Jas. 0, Cook. Itconsists simply of pure port Wineand pure pepsin.. The first gives younew blood, new life; the secondprompts a perfect performance of thedigestive functions.
Small size 1,0 cents. large size WOO
Mr. Means' Death.(From Thursday's Daily.)
Mr. George Means died Wednes-day night at the home of his sister,Mrs. L. F. Wortham on West Sev-enth street. He had been itl forsome time and several days ago hewas attacked by a succession of hemorrhages which hastened his death.He was twenty-five years of age andhad been in the employ of the Ten-nessee Central railroad prior to bibillness.







Until further notice I canbe found at F A Yost d& Co., South Main Street
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The Pennsylvania oil possessesthehighest degree of purity and is richerin illuminating qualities than anyother oil. It has at all times beenawarded the• highest place in themarkets of the world.
OLINE!
Is the higest quality of Pennsylvaniaoil produced. Oline leaves no depositin the bowl nor in the wick.
Oline forms no-crust on the wick,which need not be discarded until itis too short to be used. •
nor emit the unwholesome odors pe-culiar to other oils. Clead your lampthoroughly, put in a new wick, fill ably saved her hie. Miss Fa'.nywith Oline and test results.We refer you to any one that hastried Oline.
against 11. and P. Bo
he claims have
lust by being "qver-reacheci and de-
Iraudtd" by the defendants.
The suit is chapter 2 in a serial
story of commercial life. The first
histslInient told of a damage suit
tiled 6y P. Bohn for $6,000 damages
Against Hummelstein, alleging that
the latter had called him a rip*
And a murderer.
Want your moustache or bearda beautiful brown or rich black? Use
BUCKINGHAM'S DYEPLPT1 CM. OP D WTI OR R. P HALL 6 PO., wasnua. N. N.
HOT TIME IN HOUSE
JAMES TALKS ABOUT TAY-
LOR CASE.
Coy. Beckham and Mr.
Bryan Roast Editor Henry
Watterson.
(Special to New Era)
WASHINGTON, D. C.. Feb. 4.—
In the house yesterday Representa-
tive James, of Kentucky, brought up
the assassination of Willism (*Jebel
and Indiana's protection of W. S.
Taylor. He attacked the pres hien t
and Gov. Durbin. Mr. Crurnpaelier
attempted to reply and was answered
by Mr. Williams, of Missippi, who
strongly denounced the action of the
Indiana governor.
At Frankfort.
- FRANKFORT, Ky., Feb. 4.—Goe-
bel day exercises were concluded at
opera house last night. Gov. Beck-
ham in introducing William Jen-
nings Bryan said:
"I introduce to you the first citizen
of America, who, although he has
Led our party twice and met defeat,
is as much loved Oday as ever, and
he is welcome here today, uotwith-
standing the fact that the editor of a
Kentucky newspaper has seen fit to
offer him a gratuitious insult upon
the occasion of his coming.
Mr. Bryan prefaced his address by
telling what be thought of Mr. Witt-
Carson who, he said, was weariug
out the knees of his trousers crawl.
ing after the pie wagon."
ITO OtICDirn proved upon—sometimes she needsa little assistance over bard placesthough.
But when we assist her, the neare.we keep to her own metbods &lid pro-eesses the better.
Sometimes the diges.ive °rinseslieed help; we have indigestion. Pep--in is what nature has selected to dothe work of digestion in the stomach;hence, the best help to digestion ispepsin. The pleasantest and mostoeneficial way to take pepsin is wittipure port wine, as combined In Wal-ther's Peptutitzed Port, and sold byAtidersori& Fowler and Jas. G. Cook
II that form. The port is itself a val-uable tonic.
Small size 60 cents, largo size $1.00.
Claims He Was a "Cood
Thing" For the
Messrs. Bohn.
(From Thursday's Daily )
Jacob
suit
l,600 58 which sum
.1-luminelstein has
Mrs. Morrow Will Recover.
Morrow who was in-
r
I Wholesale and Retail Grocers.Red Front
Mrs. MaryOline never smokes the chimney jured in • a runaway accident lastFriday is recovering from the effectsof her injury. Dr. Sargent, her phy-Bie,ail, says her hair to some extent
broke the force of her fall and prob-
cr
Morrow, who WAS badly bruised isable to sit up.
Resident of Hopkinsville as leealrepresentative, $75 monthly; alsotwo traveling inen,$100 and expensesGive age, referenees and business ex-perience. H. S. Hartman Co., P. B529 Ciecinnati,--0. dlt-wit
Wants a Divorce.
' A. Thomas Wiley has sued for di-vorce from his wife, Hattie Wiley,. who, he alleges, has abandoned him.The petitition states that they wereTelephone 116 married in Evansville on June 30,19,2 and lived together until Septem-r 1, 1Wil.
Saturday, February 6th
The Last Day of
Qrsi- Half Price Sale•
Lots of Good









Lesson vi, 1st Quarter, Feb. 7.
• Chrfit As tile SaVion? DV =Merl mere
toopyright, 1908, by American Prrias Agaociation.]
is no life eternal (John i, 12; I John v,
The. events of tl-is lesson were prob.
12).ably immediately subsequent to those
The Lord Jesus by His word dellv-
ef last week. This well filled Sabbath
ered this man from the evil thing in
aay he:haled Ills teuehine in the syn.
igogue and healing a demon possessed 
him, and the man was whole. Whenpeople talk and act like the devil let
ular army.
as remember that Jesus still lives, and
liill there; then the rest of the day
.t -Shawl's home, where He healed He is able and willing to cast out the I
WANTED—Agents to sell the beat'
inon's wife's mother, and at sunset evil spirit and give instead His owyn
r health drink known. Steady wi.rk.
1111 the sick who gathered about Si- Spirit. If we trusted Him more full
Addres Aye's Mfg. Co..
,art of the day is found In Luke lv, as spread abroad! It had been a strange 1a-s-
alon's door. The record of the first in these things how His fame would IG00,-i pay.
,00 FLE,th St., Cincinnati, 0. dwIt
well as In Mark. and the record of the morning in that synagogue at Caper-rest of the day Is found in Matt. yin, naum, for such an event had neveras well as in Luke Iv. The record of transpired there before. The power ofthis and every day of His pnblic min- God had been seen, for Jesus was Godtstry is well summarized . in Acts x. manifest in the flesh. As -Simon, An-ISS. ".thointed with the Holy Ghost and drew, James and John walked from thewith power He went about doing good synagogue to Simon's home what mayand healing all that were oppreested of have been their musings? Possibly thethe devil, for God was with Him." healing of the demoniac may have ledThis also ought to be true in some them to tell Him quickly of the sickmeasure of every believer. for the life one in Simon's home.
Gor. iv, 10, 11). On:" has said that the the hand the fever was gone, and sheeye of the world takes in more than was able to rise and minister to them.
of Jesus should be manifest in us (II As soon as He took the sick one by
the ear and that Christians' livtlos are This is not the way that fever patiesetethe only religious books the world generally recover, but such recoverieserful a sermon in the
. ....._____.a........ ... h.:ay.,. iR not 90 w-worm as a 1:%•1- vemons cannot abide
are an easy to. Irmo wt.., made us.
him,, sickness
sistent Christian life, flees before Him. He is life and health
Having been cast out of Nazareth, and light and strength, and nothing to
He made Capernatun His home. which the contrary can abide in His presence.
is spoken of as "His own city" (Matt. Soon the fame of Him and His won-
ix, 1), and there and throughout ell derful works spread through the city.
Galilee He preached the gospel of the and at even when the sun was setting.
kingdom and healed all manner of sick- the Sabbath day being then passed, all
/Seas and disease (Matt. iv, 23). John the sick and demon possessed within
the Baptist was now in prison, and our reach were to be found at Simon's
Lord was probably in the latter part door. He cast out many demons with
of His first year's ministry. As Ile His word and laid His hands on every'
taught the people heard that which one who was sick and baled them
they were not accustomed to, for He (Luke iv, 40 41). We do not read that
taught with authority. He said only they had faith to be healed. though
what the Father told Him. His text I their faith may possibly be seen in the
book was the law, the prophets and the ' fact of their being there. We do seeScriptures the things concerning Him- great and felt need and on His part
I
psalms. and He expounded in all the two great realities—on their part aself (John xii, A 49; Luke xxiv. 211 a great and overflowing fullness.
44. 45). Just the same teaching and I Where the need is really felt and such
exposition are needed today, and those eome to Him in faith His fullness will
who teach otherwise than accordiug  be surely seen.to the Scriptures are not following 'our; What a busy Sabbath day! What
blessedItord. 
1 untold light and joy had come to
A Card.
As I can not personally see andthank all who, during the last illnessof my dear wife, performed manyacts of kindness and showed suchtender sympathy, I take this meansof expressing to my friends my heart-felt gratitude and appreciation.Their helpful ministrations will, Ibeg to assure them, never be forgot-ten. H. G. WINFREE.
Lander-Tugand.
Evil spirits still possess and speakand act through men, women and chit--then. and such are sometimes foundin church and Sunday school to thisday. They want to be let alone con-h t cerning righteousness ana temperancehn for and judgment to come. They say."Speak unto us smooth things. prophe-sy deceits; cause the Holy One of Is-rael to cease from before us" (Isa. KNX,10, 11). Saying true things about Je-sus Christ as this man did or as thewoman did at Philippi (Acts xvi. 17) isnot necessarily evidence of a trueknowledge of Jesus. yet there are peo-ple even among the preachers whoseknowledge of Jesus does not seem toexceed that of these evil spirits. Where"e is no true reception Igt Jesuse'




Blue, Red and Green,
Direct from the Orient,Cheap Straw to Fancy Cotton Warp,




Otho Lander, formerly of this city,was married on January 14th., toMiss Mary Tugand, of Delaware
City, Del. They will reside in Phil-






























, In the Treatment of Humours1
with More Than Magical
Effect with
CUTICURA REMEDIES.
A Remarkable Testimonial from
a Most Intelligent and
Trustworthy Lady.
"A Minor came on my neck and in a
Ito; two it was as large as half an. I was very much alarmed for
hit it was malignant. My friends
bled to persuade me to consult my
physician; but dreading that he would
insist on using the knife, I would not
consent to go. Instead, I got Cuticurs
Resolvent and Cuticura Ointment. I
took the former according to &rec.
time, and spread a thick layer of the
Ointment on the swelling. On renew-
ing it I would bathe my neck in very
warm water and Cuticura Soap. In a
few days the Cuticura Ointment had
drawn the swelling to a head, when it
broke. Every morning it was opened
with a large sterilized needle, squeezed
and bathed, and fresh Ointment put
on. Pus and blood, and a yellow,
ebony, tumorous matter CAMS out. In,
about three or four weeks' time this
treatment completely eliminated the
tumor. The soreness that had ex-
tended down into my chest was all
gone, and my neck now seems to be
perfectly well.
"About live or six years ago my sis-
ter had a similar experience, used the
Cuticara Remedies with magical effect.
I am willing you should use my testi-
monial, with the further privilege of
,havealing my name and address to such
meow as may wish to substantiate
tate above statements by personal letter
to me.* Chicago, Nov. 19, 19011.
111•11 Azoi ssielltas weald. Catkin awaselyatial 1414.=win! Coded Ma. flia= sr ciagrarl .).
S Vase da Bodes. IV Celiana•it .urvat ac CltsaLzveryCact. Sob peptimaara
Nonagenarian Dead.
Mrs. Drusilla Armstrong, aged 95
died :Tuesday night of parslysie at
her home three miles west Qt Crofton.
She was a sister of the late Green
Weddridge, a former county judge
of Christian county.
Foley's Honey and Tar positively




IS THE HOPKINSVILLE TO-
IBACCO MARKET.
Planters Are Waiting to See
IWhat Turns Up.—Report
:of Inspectors.
Reports received from the board of
inspectors and warehousemen show
the tobacco market to be unusually
quiet for the opening of a new year,
with the volume of business upon
the breaks hardly up to what was
expected. This inactivity is largely
due to the extreme cold weather
that has continued dung the entire
month of January. There was no
seasonable spell. suited to handling
the weed, and consequently the re-
ceipts were about as light as ever
known.
. There were a few sales on the floor
'a the warehouses, but the cold
!weather rendered the business dull
in every line. Many farmers are
waiting to see if things are not easier
*ben the weather moderates.
The advent of the Imperial com-
pany which bought half a million
pounds in a few days at from 15 cents
to 8 cents, is being watched with in-
terest.
The report of the inspectors for
January shcws receipts for past
Month and the year to be ten hogs-
heads, as compared with 1,706 bogs-
"heads for the same time last year.
Sales for past month and the year,
212 hogsheads, as compared with 222
hogsheads last year. Shipments for
past month and the year, 213 hogs-
heeds, as compared with 439 hogs-
heads last year. Stock on sale, 1,491
h.igsheads, as compared with 1,869
hogsheads last year; stock sold, 524
bogsheade, as compared with 486
hogsheads !apt year; total stook on
head, 2.016 hogsheads, as compared
wilth 2,364 hogsheads last year.
Ayers
Doctors first prescribed
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral over
60 years ago. They use it
today more than ever. They
Cherry
Pectoral
rely upon it for colds, coughs,
bronchitis, consumption.
They will tell you how it
heals inflamed lungs.
-I had a very bad cough for three years.Then I tried Aver's Cherry Pectoral. My sorelunge were soon hcaled and my cough dropped
swaYMBs. PEARL HYDE, Guthrie Centre, Is.
Ale., itOc .51 00. J. C. AVER CO,..All druggists. f IL:sa.Or ...m.memimie,
Old Coughs
ArINIMMMOMMitb
2ne Ayer's Pill at bedtime insures
hatural action next erorr-- •-•
Goes to Washington.
Mr. R. E. Cooper left Monday
night for Washington, D. C., to ap-
pear with the committee appointed
by the Guthrie Tobacco Growers'
convention before the Ways and
Means committee on February 4 to
present reasons why the six cents
tax on tobacco should be removed.
Several Tennessee representatives
also left for Washington.
Mr. Garland Cooper.
Mr. J. Garland Cooper has accept-
ed a responsible position with the
Provident Savings Life Insurance
company and will have his office in
the building of Lhe Planters Bank &
Trust company. He will have the




(Special to New Eia.) a pretty g od late both repast.
FRANKFORT. Ky., Feb. 3.—They Toe young men of this town seem
resolution to reimburse Senator Ed- to think it is mighty funny to get
wards and John Feland for expenses
of their contest, decided last 
session,: out at night and pile all the old wag-
was passed unanimously by the son-
find in front of the busit.ess hi.um• s,
consist
Mr. Richard Carothers has resign-
ed his position here with the Cum-
berland Telephone company. He was
succeeded by Mr. Doughterty, of
Cumberland City.
On Tuesday night last Mrs. Bettie
Rogers died at her home
place.
near this
For some time she had been
ELGIN RELIES
UPON HYOMEI.
Cures Colds, Coughs, Ca-
tarrh and Crip. Just
Breathe It.
aliyomei is nature's own method
for curing catarrh, colds, coughs and
diseases ef the respiratory organs.
It is the only natural treatment for
the cure of these troubles.
Breathes through the neat pocket
inhaler that comes with every outfit,
the air that passes into the throat
and lungs, is identical with that on
the mountains, where it is iatien
with healing and health-giving bal-
sams. It searches out and kills dis-
ease germs in the most remote and
mitrite air cells of the head, throat
and lungs, it soothes and teals all
irritation of the mucos membrane.sick with consumption, and her Hvomei is prescribed by physicians
made a fine crop of cotton and got a
death was not unexpected. Mrs. Rog- generally. Many of them use it




(Special to New Era.)
LAFAYETTE, Ky., Feb. 1 —This
section is like many others. The
measles is raging among both young
and old, making the people quite
sick, and causing few deaths.
mornings and kgo to the store and do
about an hour's work before they can
get in to make a fire.
The price of tobacco may be low,
money may be scarce, and the h
may die with the cholera, but it
doesn't hinder the people from mar-
rying. There have been several
marriages in this neighborhood this
winter, and it has diminished theThe farmers have been right bu-y
number of single people considers-since Christmas. They have been my.
A few more marriages and ourburning plant beds, and some have 
entertainments will hav to
entirely of married people.
begun plowing. They haven't strip- 
t
pad much tobacco. The prices for it
are so low they don't seem to be in
any hurry about tying it up.
Mr. Robt. Southall, who has been
visiting relatives in Kentucky and
and Tennessee has returned to his
home in Texas. He left here about'
three years 'ago and located near
Dallas. He seems to be well pleased
with his new home. He says he
Colng West.
Judge Polk Conger and family,
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Wash and Mr.
W. A. P'Pool !oh yooLtiraity tor Ok-
lahoma. *
nied by his wife.
Mr. Mack Purcell, of Shreveport.,
La., is here visiting his father and
other relatives. Mack has been gone
from here about seven years. Since
he left here be has spent the most of
his time in Dallas, but recently left
there for Shreveport. He is engaged
in the hotel business.
Miss Bessie Lee Thacker and Miss
Emily Rives are again at home after
a few days' visit to Mrs. James Tay-
lor near Bell.
Mr. Douglas Rives has gone home
after several days' stay in this town.
His home is near Bell.
This winter the young people have
been having a series of rabbit sup-
pers. Both boys and girls have been
taking part in these feasts. They
seem to think the little rabbits make
host of friends to mourn her death.
The burying took place at the Pow-
ell Wooten cemetery Wednesday at
one o'clock.
The complete Hyomei outfit con-an, and loved by ▪ all wbo knew her. slits of a neat inhaler, that is soShe leaves three children, besides a small and convenient that if it can
be carried in the pocket or purse, a
medicine dropper and A bottle of
Hyomei. This costs but $1,' and it
will cure any case of catarrh. In
chronic and deep seated conditions,
longer use is necessary and extra
- 40  bottles of Hyomei can be obtained
for 60c., making it a mogt economi-
cal treatment for this disease.
Mr. Elgin has so much confidence
In the power of Hyomei to cure ca-
tarrh and other diseases of the throat
and lungs that he sells it under his
personal guarantee to refund the
money to any purchaser in case it
fails to give satisfaction. He takesFOR MISUSING SUPPLIES all the risk on himself, and Hyomei
OF THE STATE ; costs you absolutely nothing unless





Maj. E. B. Bassett went to Green-
ville this morning to hold Lis first
field courtmartial since receiving his
appointment %afield court officer.
persons who tried be-
fore him this afternoon are Lieut.
Paxton and Private Pentecost of Co.
F, of Greenville. Lieut. Paxton is
charged with having put to improper
use the supplies issued to him by theIbut the men that have them to pack -
state. Private Pentecost will alsoaway uan't see the fun. The boys I 
,
answer to this charge and in additnhdon't mean anything but fun in this, it is alleged that he disobeyed orders11...* 
W
/... rad•—•._ taw tr * annovin to the to
_est Point. 
not ar.tendintr ths ennamprnent at
clerks that have to get up these cold
The
Crick Nuptials.
Mr. W. J. Crick and Miss Tuly
Crick will be married at the home of
the bride at Red Hill Sunday, the
Rev. W. F. Crick officiating.
Miss Hurt's Death.
Miss Edna Hurt, avid 28, died
Tnesday at her home ir. Owensbt ro.
She was a daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
N. B. Hurt and was born in Hop•
kinsville. Her death resulted from
consumiAion.
Foleys ,,Hnpo oney and hon ITN atrh e alluvroanys„
Refuse snbstitutes.
FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND MONDAY!
For these three days only we have bunched our entire stock MEN'S AND YOUNG MENS SUITS and LA-
DIES CLOAKS and TAILOR SUITS into THREE BIG LOTS and marked them at prices that will make this
store memorable for years to come. Positively no such bargains were ever offered under this roof, and no such
opportunity will likely ever come to you again. Remember its for three days only—Friday, Saturday, Monday.
l 300 Men's and Young Men's "High Art"Suits, fancy worsted and blacKs--the very
cream of the stocii--all sizes--new fresh
goods--bought late in the fall, regular price
$12.50.
10 Ladies' finest blach and castor CloaKs,
satin lined--harxdsomelly made--most any
size -the latest styles, regular price $12.50 to
$15.00.
6 Ladies' fine Panne Cneviot and Cloth
'tailor-made Suits, blach, blue and mixed,
silK lined JacKets, best WorKmanship, regu-
lar price $12.50 to $15,00.
225 Men's and Young Men's Suits, embrac-
ing the very latest in fabric and styles, all
made by •'High Art" Tailors, blacks, blues
and fancies. Regular price $15.00.
17 Ladies' Cloaks and Tailor-made Suits,
embracing whats left of all our $18.50, $20
and $22 50 lines Cloaks, mostly fine black
Kersey, satin lined, medium weight, tailor
suits, blacK Panne Cheviot and blue Broad-
cloth. Ten dollars represents only a frac-





Embracing our entire line fancy
and black suits. Regular price $17.50
up to $20.00. Nothing reserved at
these prices—entire line goes==all sizes
aud to fit all shapes.
These prices are for cash only. Nothing charged and nothing




The Secret of Long Lift and
How to Overcome Waste.
To "Know thyself," is to take advantage
of life's secrets and equip oite's self with
an armor which will successf011y resist the
attack of disease in
the battle of life.
The old idea of fate
or 'kismet," and
that 4 person al-
ways dies when his
time comes, is now
exploded. Every
mechanism, wheth-
er made by God or
man, has a definite
amount of wear
and its life can be
lengthened or
shortened accord-
ing to the care that
is given it. If ac-
cident, or careless-
ness destroys the
works of the watch
or the human mechanism an end comes
to its usefulness, but it has not actually
'worn oul." Man's system at times gets
rusty like the wheels of the watch and
only needs a little cleaning and oiling to
put it in shape for life's battles.
An imitation of nature's Method of re-
storing waste of tissue and I impoverish-
ment of the blood and nervous force is
used when you take an alterktive extract
of herbs and roots, without the use of alco-
hol, like Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Dis-
coverT. This vegetable medicine coaxes
the digestive functions and helps in the
assimilation of food, or rather enables the
organs to take from the food just the
nutriment the blood requires.
Prof.). Et. Tauguay, of 6i St. Peter Street Que-
bec, writes: I had been ill for some time with La
Grippe and did not regain my strength. With-
in a week after using Dr. Pierce's Golden Med-
ical Discovery, I was able to be *round again,
and I found that my system was entirely free
from any of the bad effects of La Grippe. I
now keep a bottle of the ' Goldeil Medical Dis-
covery' on' hand, and, when I catch cold, take a
kw &pea which keeps me in perfect health.
As a builder up of lost strength a n d vitality I
do not believe your ' Discovery ' has an equal.*
Accept no substitute for" Golden Medical
Discovery." There In nothieg "just as
good" for diseases of the stomach.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets, the best
laxative for old people. They cure con-
stipation and biliousness.
With Anderson & Co.
Miss Esther Cravens is now with
J. H. Anderson & Co's. dry goods
store, and the establishment is to be
congratulated on securing her valu-
able service. Her popularity is
widespread and her taste end expe-
rience of the highest order. She is





S. H. Williams and others, Plaintiff,
against
C. M. P'Pool's, admr. &e, Defendant.
In obedience to an order heretofore
made in the above styled action, all
1..0-a — --a— - ‘,74--" " '•
estate of C. M. P'Pool deceased, will
file them with me properly proven
accordiug to law. on or before the




Digests what you eat.
This preparation contains all of thodigestants and digests all. kdods of
food. It gives I estant, tellerand never
failsto cure It allms you. t eat all
the food you want. mood e4nsitivestomachs can take it. By its ',se many
thousands of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything Lltie failed. Itprevents formation of gas on the stem-




Snit! bp R 0 Hardwick
H. H. Golay
Bileuessor to I.s;ii &
LIVERY & FEED STABLE.
Funeral, Party and Wedding
Work a Specialty.Cr 7th & Vir. Sta. Tel. MI.
Hophinsville. • • ZEIr
We promptly obtain U.S. and Foreign
PATENTS
Send model, sketoltor_ photo of invention forfres report on ytentabill For free book,How to Secure 
AR writePatents and • • r• •
CASNOWG,




GROWERS AND DEALERS ASK FOR









That there is no longer any compe-
tition in buying, the leading tobacco
markets of the world have been
abandoned by the army of buyers
and gents from abroad, from all the
principal countries of Europe, who
sat daily around the tobacco boards
and bid against each other, that the
auction rooms are dismantled and
abandoned and where activity and
prosperity once surged k now deso-
lation and emptiness; that a few
buyers for combinations, all in com-
bination alone remain to fix the price
and take as much or as little as they
wish; that there is no one else to
whom to sell, ne exemption,no rival-
ry and the result is that prices rule
barely above the starvation point.
That the revenue law is directly
responsible for this by depriving the
grower the right to sell his product
Several hundred datermined and to consumers, stemmed and twisted
enthusiastic tobacco growers and 
into a shape that can be handled and
used, and in amount that would bedealers attended the mass conven- any considerable part of the min-tiou at Guthrie Friday. Represents- try's product; that to take off thetives were present from the dark to- handcuffs and allow him to stem and
bacco districts of Christian,Todd and twist and sell it without limitation
will create a compAitive market and
bring tobacco to its worth. T. D. Armstead  
That it is demonstrable, at least in R. C. Hardwick 
the tobacco regions that we repl.e- Croft & Brasher 
sent. that this suggestion will not Wood Bros 
decrease the revenues, but even if it Leroy P. Miller
does; even if it should cost millions. —
Logan:counties in this state, Robin-
son and Montgomery in Tennessee.
Two sessions wele held, at which
Charles H. Fort, chairman of the
Dark Tclobacco Growers' association
presided, and the opera house was
crowded.
Stanley's Speech.
Hon. A. 0. Stanley, congressman
from the Second Kentucky district,
made a rousing speech at the fore-
noon session in the interest of the
planters, favoring a repeal of the six
cents revenue tax on tobacco. He
pointed out that the tobacco tax
could be removed without materially
affecting the revenues of the country
and sbowed plainly that the removal
of this tax would effect the relief
sought by the tobacco growers. He
paid a tribute to Congressman John
W. Gaines that fairly took the Ten-
nessee men off their feet,
Mr. E. M. Flack, of this city, made
an enthusiastic talk at the afternoon
ted many advantages to
by such repeal.
The Resolutions.
Resolutions were adopted memoral-
ising congress to amend the revenue
law so as to permit any person to sell
leaf tobacco in the hand, leaf tobacco
stemmed and leaf tobacco stemmed
and twisted not mixed with any for-
eign ingredients or flavoring to the
'Sr
• •
MILLION DOLLARS VOTED TO BUILD




Dates Are Arranged and Oth-
er Business of Import-
ance Transacted.
There was a meeting held at
Evansville a few days ago to form a
fair circuit compotted of the various
fairs throughout Southern Indiana.
Illinois and Kentucky. The object
of the meeting was to bring the vari-
ous fair associations into closer rela-
tions and arrange dates so as not to
have them conflict with each other.
TOWN OF The following fairs were represent-
Hopkinsville ed: Guthrie, Madisonville, Union-Hopkinsville town. Mt. Vernon, Evansville, Boon- Crofton
vine, Princeton, Ind., Carmi, Chribt-Pembroke
 Pembroke 'ley and Henderson. Officers for the
 - - year 1904 were elected and resultedIs the government warranted in pun- as follows: J. F. Richardson, Boon-
Is it fair and just to select us from C1111151 1111 Jr., Henderson, Ky., secretary and
ishing its people thus for revenue? ville, Ind., president; Jacob Zimbro,
among all other tillers of the soil for
unmerited punishment through un-
equal taxation.
Therefore, we earnestly petition SHOULD FORWARD ITSand pray the congress of the United 
FAIR EXHIBITS.States to so amend the internal
revenue laws as to permit any person
(farmer, merchant or dealer) to sell
leaf tlbacco in the hand, leaf tobacco The Sooner They Are Sentstemmed, leaf tobacco stemmed and
twisted, not mixed with any foreign to the .Association,
matter Dr flavoring to the consumer the Better.or to the trade, in any quantity, free
of any tax whatever.






session, also favoring the repeal of .
lo1,0 0 1.a. nUI.4WUUvitr1YIUU1ins..
The following committees irons towards the gathering of exhibitscounties were appointed to go before from every county in the state. Itthe Ways and Means committee has arranged for displays from allWashington, D. C., February 4:
but sixteen counties. Committees
Christian county, Ky., R. E. Cooper, ,
F. W. Dabney, alternates John West are now at work in these sixteenand Charles E. Barker; Todd coun- counties, and it is evident that be-ty, Frank, Walter and Robert Lest-1 fore the world's fair opens on Apriler; Logan county, W. F. Flowers 30 every county in the state will have
Since the Kentucky Exhibit asso-
ciation has succeeded in raising the
full amount—$100,000—for giving
Kentucky represenation at the Lou-
the farmer
C. P. Warfleld. az. 7 Purchaset  exposition, t b   e
directed
i t ent rehn.fn
and Orion Cornelius; Montgomery !
representation. The association is
county, Tenn., J. S. Linebaugh, al
ternater, C. R. McMurry and B. F.
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HIDDEN DISEASE
You may have had Liver or
Kidney troubles of a most serious
nature for years and kilos. no th ng
of it. Study your Symptoms —
a headache isn't just a headache
—look for the cause. Same way
with constipation, puffs under
the eyes, pallor, headache. dizzi
ness, swollen hands and feet,
nervousness, deprese ion, and high
colored urine.
You have liver or kiriney
troubles — delay is dangerous
But do not despair, we offer you
a sure, sate and speedy cure in
Dr. J. H. MeLean's Liver
and kidney Balm — the oxii•
known remedy for these ills.
RC Tour Drawler*
If be doesn't sell it, send us
$1.00 and his name, and we will
express you a bottle, ebarge,
prepaid. Write for book) ,.; t
'Sound Sense."
TIE DR. 1.11. WWII MEDICINE CO.
St. Louis, Mo.
SOLD BY
quantity free of any tax whatever. ; Fort, E. M. Flack and W. R. How-The rebolutions in full follow: iell, of Hopkinsville. Ky., and J. C.We, the tobacco growers and deal- Kendrick, of Clarksville, Tenn.; F.ere of Kentucky and Tennessee, inl ng,of Cedar Hill, Tenn., wereconvention assembled at Guthrie, elect,U to represent the dark tobaocoI growers at large before the Ways
Ky., this the 28th day of January
1904, do hereby petition and most re- and Means committee at Washing-spectfully repiesent: ton.
That In the midst of the vaunted
prosperity said to be deluging all
other parts of our bleosed vuuntry,
the tobacco raising sections are in
the very throes of °eternity, the pet).
pie hard up, farm laborers In want
nobody prospering, every thing
u is h iii g
That the 'Moot of t e revenue law,
relatiug to tobaoon has been to brit”
to the verge of ruin one of the rich-
est eountries Clod har. made, de-
structively datnagIng to landlords
and farmers at.* distressingly im-
poverishing to tenants sod laborers,
by placing it within the power of
buyers and corporations to fix the
price and combine to control it. That
no other cuuutry in the United
**tee has been placed under such is
ban, having its natural fertility and
wealth producing powers renderednil; that no other product of the soil
is thus taxed and singled out for
trusts to prey on; that no other peo-
ple are ground to powder by permis-
sion of the law.
That the effect of the law is to de-
stroy competition among buyers and
limit the growers market; that if the
grower were permitted ,to stem and
twist his product and sell it, in any
quantity anywhere, to anybody, he
could thus reach the consumer and
there would thus result a wider
market competitive demand and liv-ing prices.
That under the prevailing system,the grower can only sell a small
quantity of tobacco in the hand; thatall the people about him to whom
he might sell are growers like him-
self or nearly all and therefore he
has no one to whom he might sell,
that the small quantity he might sell
would not justify him going into non
tobacco regions to find customers;
that he, therefore, has to one else to
sell his crop to except the combined
For Christian.
Among the Christian county to-
bat= mem who were present and
participated In the convention wereF. W. Dabney, E. M. Flack, J. a
Eggletou, W. H. Jeeup,C, el, Jarrett,R. K. Cooper, J. G. Cooper, GabsCampbell and Charlie Barker,
YOUTHFUL HERO
'Saved Companion's Life By
Prompt Action.
(From Friday's Daily.)
While skating on Crab Apple pond
near the city limits yesterday Fred-
erick Shaw, tbe son of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Shaw, broke through the toe
and fell into the water which reach-
ed to his ears. The boy made fran-
tic, though futile, efforts to get out
and the accident would probably
have proven fatal bad it not been for
the presence of mind and quick ac-
tion of another of the skaters,
Charles Jarrett. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Chas. S. Jarrett who, realizing that
he could not reach the imperiled boy
by means of the ice, he ran around
to the embankment of the T. C. rail-
road and by lying down he managed
to reach his cooipanion and pulled
him out by the ears, his hair being
too short to hold. There were a
number of larger boys in the party
but none grasped the situation ex-
cept Charles. Beyond the discom-
fort resulting from the icy bath
Frederick suffered no ill effects.
Both boys are about 'seven or eight
years of age.
hoping that this representation will
be adequate. It wants to give to
every county space sufficient for an
attractive display of its products and
resources, believing that great good
will result from such exhibits.
The association has committees at
work in every county and urges citi-
zens generally to come forward at
once with any exhibit, they think
worth space at the exposition, turning
them over either to the world's fair
committee or sending them direct to
the Kentucky Exhibit assoolationlat
addition to the exhib-
Its to be made In the Kentucky
building, which struoture Is about
completed, the assoolatIon has been
allotted from 1,000 to 7,000 square
feet in the main exhibit palaces in
which to make creditable displays of
Kentucky's product, and resources.
It behooves the citizens of Christian
county to come forward with every-
thing that would interest an exposi-
tion visitor. No time is to be lost, as
all exhibits should be in Louisville
not later than April 1—the sooner
the better.
br • OBI
A Matter For Farmers to
Consider Carefully.
•
Our correspondent from Hender-
son, Ky„ writes us lots of wagons
heavily loaded with tobacco stalks
daily pass through the streets of this
enterprising town. The clever farm-
er's tie the stalks together with wire
in big bunches like kindling and in
this way make loads of over twenty-
two hundred pounds net of tobacco
stalks on one single wagon.
A load of tobacco stalks bring the
same price as a lcad of timothy hay
on this market. This is a good thing
for our farmers who get about noth-
ing for their tobacco from the greedy
trust.
We hear Messrs. E. M. Flack &
Co., are buying tobacco stalks at
this place. W4t
litodol Dyspepsia CuO0
Digests what you eat. dr
treasurer. Executive Bc;ard—J. C.
Haines, Christney Fair, Rockport,
Ind., W. C. Bland, Uniontown, Ky ;
A. L. Patrich, Carmi, Ill.; J. F.
Richardson,, Boonville, Ind.; Jacob
Zimbro, Jr., Henderson, Ky. Com-
mittee to draft resolutions are C. C.
Givens Madisonville, Ky., Isaac
Wolf, Mt. Vernon, :Ind., A. E. Hol-
comb, Princeton, Ind.
The following dates were selected:
Guthrie, July 96-80; Madisonville,
Aug. 1-6; Uniontown, Aug. 8-13; Mt.
Vernon, Aug. 16-20; Evansville, Aug.
22-27; Boonville, Aug. 29 Sept. 3;
Princeton, Ind., Sept. 6-10; Christ-
ney, Sept. 12-16; Henderson, Sept.
127, Oct. 1 Shawneetown, Ills., and
Rockport, Ind., were not given dates




Suit has been filed for the settle-
ment of the estate of the late Robert
H. McGaughey involving about 500
acres ot fine South Christian farm
lands.
Suit was filed this morning by the
Western Kentucky Asylum for the
Insane against Luckett O'Nan for
$237.78. The petition states that the
defendant was a patient at the asy-
lum from July 22, 1897 to Oct. 1, 1898
and that he is now possessed of prop-
erty sufficient to allow recovery of
amount prayed for, the law directing
that where patients are able to pay
they may be charged 000 per annum.
O‘Nan was discharged on Oet. 1, LAM
and now holds the position of baker
at the inetitution.
Charles Croney, colored, an infant
under twenty-one years a age, has
sued through his mother, Ada Bacon
as next friend, for $500 damages from
Peter Postal'. The petition alleges
that on Jan. 28 the defendant beat
the plaintiff on the public streets ofHopkinsville.
Died at Asylum.
David Alexander, son of King
Alexander, who was sent to the Hop-
kinsville insane asylum a few weeks
ago, died there Tuesday and his re-
mains arrived here Wednesday
morning on the early train and were
taken to the family burying ground
out in the Stubblefield section of the
county for burial.--Mayfield Mirror.
 NM.
A Pop Corn Experiment.
Mr. A. W. Denny, of Hopkins coun-
ty, by way of experiment, planted
an acre of popcorn last spring, from
which he gathered seventy-five
bushels of merchantable corn and
sold it for $1 a bushel, says Glenn's
Graphic.
You Know What You Are
Taking
When you take Grove's Tasteless




Local Option Measure De-
feated.--Legislature's
Splendid Record.
liFOUR CREAT QUESTIONe 
(Special to New Era)
FRANKFORT, Ky., Jan. 29.—The
passage through the senate yecter-
day afternoon by unanimous vote of
the house bill appropriating a million
dollars for a new capitol at Fraak-
fort marked the end of a light which
had been waged for the removal of
the seat of government since the
days when Henry Clay came to the
legislature as a representative from
Lexington and started a fight which
has been the cherished ambition of
that city since, till the present ses-
sion, when, Lexington, Louisville
and other towns joined in and aided
Frankfort for the present bill.
Missed Connection.
The vote would have been taken
early in the day, but the senate com-
mittee on charitable institutions,
which had been in Hopkinsville,
failed to make connection at Louis-
ville and had to secure a special
train to bring to Frankfort. They
telegraphed to President Thorne ask-
ing him not to permit a vote on any
important measures until they ar-
rived. The special came in at noon,
and business was then resumed. The
booming of cannon signaled the pass-
age of the bill. Several amendments
were offered, but were voted down.
The citizens of Frankfort were
with enthusiasm over the settlemeo,
of the capitol question. The Far s.---4,00,,t
local option bill was defeated e
senate by a vote of 20 to lb, •
Cood Results.
In four weeks, the general assem-
bly of Kentucky has made an unpre-
cedented record by settling four of
the most important questions before
the people of the commonwealth—
the world's fair question, the capitol
matter, the school hook question and
the local option question, the latter
at least for two years. And, before
three more weeks, they will have
disposed of practically every import-
ant measure before them.
Tobacco Growers.
(Communicated.)
Hopkinsville, Ky., Jan. r, 1904.
Again I write you as the country
far and near is agitated over the to-
ba000 situation. The starving prioes
that are being offered for it, when
really the trust and reels people are
wanting It as bad as planters want to
sell, yet won't offer oost of produo-
don. A new Imperial buyer ap-
peared on the arena last week and
bought seine pick crops at 54 to 6
cents in large bunches for stemming,
when really it was worth 7 cents but
being scarce in the crop. At same
time if planters will organize and
hold what they have and not planq
more they will get as much for the
crop on hand as for three crops if
you keep on growing it. Hence be
easy, keep stiff on your price and if
you don't get it keep it and don't
plant any. Don't work your lives
away just to fill others pockets. It
Is reported by buyers as a very com-
mon crop. Be that as it may. it
will be a good crop if you don't give
it away. Be up and doing as free
men and not as slaves. Join the pro-
cession to do away with trusts and
exporters who want your labor for
nothing. Sign the petition to repeal
the tax on leaf t( bacco in natural
condition in any shape to let growers
sell their product to whom
please as you do corn and wheat,N
potatoes and etc. Send it to your
congressman and he will sure do his
best to protect yob'. He was here
yesterday and said he would. Send
petition to him by 4th of February.




IIIINTMENT OF BR. MHO AN SILVER IS SECONDARY DECLARES
OFFICIALS CONFIRMED III SENATE. BRIAN IN NEW YORK INTERVIEW.





111111re House and Coese Covernor For
Approval.
JOINT COMMITTEE'S TRIP.
(Special to New Era)
FRANKFORT, Ky.; Ian. /10..—Tke
senate yesterday confirmed by unan-
imous vote the following appoint-
ments by Gov. Beckham of offiuials
at the Western Kentucky Asylum
for the Insane: Dr. Milton Board,
superintendent; Dr. W. A. Lackey,
first assistant; Dr. J. W. Stephens,
second assistant; Dr. Florence Me-
DR. MILTON BOARD.
der, third assistant; Eli Berry, stew-
ard.,
The senate by a vote of 23 to 9 de-
feated Senator Catran's resolution
indorsing President Roosevelt's uc-
on in the matter of the Paeama
. Three Democrats, Phelps
Bootee Gillen waters, voted with
the Republietttis in favor of the reso-
lution.
The members of the joint legisla-
tive committee on charitable insti-
tutions reached Danville last night
sad were entertained at a banquet at
the Kentucky sohool for the deaf
'They will ins2ect the institution to-
The bill creating the new &flinty





litirl'Eczpma so 'bred that
ffeied WM soTW. muss of s Win;
antirlin view sur +wee; out: t mod
many remedies bus none seemed to
do any permanent good mail I used
DeWitt'. Witch Hazel Salve. The
Eczema breured, the *cabs are gone
and the tittle one's scalp is perfectly
clean and healthy, and its hair is
growing beautifully again. I cannot
give too much praise to DeWitt's
Witch Hazel Salve—Frank Farmer,
Bluff City, Ky. In buying Witch
Hazel Salve look out for counterfeits.
DeWitt's is the original and the Only
one containing pure Witca. Hazel.
The name E. C. DeWitt & Co. is on
every ocfx. Sold by R. C. Hardwick
Dr. Bacon Out.
Dr. T. L. Bacou Is able to be at his
offiee again after a severe atlaok of
grip.
. Itoh—Ringworm.
E. T. Lucas, Wingo, Ky., writes,
April 26th, 1902: "For 10 to 12 years I
had been afflicted with a malady
known as 'itch.' The itching Was
most unbearable; I had tried for
years to find relief, having tried all
remedies I could hear of, besides a
number of doctors. I wish to state
that one single application of Bal-
lard's Snow Liniment cured me Om-
pletely and permanently. Since then
I have used the liniment on two sop
occasions for ring worm ant4 it
cured completely. 26c 60c mid ill 00
battle. Sold by Anderson & Fowler.








JAPAN'S ABLE MINISTER OF WAR.
Masatake Teranehi, Japan's minister of wax, is one of the ablest men in that remark-able country. He is the man upon whom has devolved the work of getting the army readyfor field work awl keeping it in a condition of pripartidness. Terauehi is a graduate of
German universities, and about a year before the beginning of the Chino-Japanese war wasmade • member of the board of strategy of the Japanese army. A little more than a yearago he was appointee', minister of war.
WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 30.—(Special)—A statement from the
British ambassador at St. Petersburg to the effect that the reply of Russia
to Japan will he satisfactory has been cabled to Washington from Tokio by
Minister Griscom. Reports from other quarters are not so sanguine that
the response of RUS81t will be productive of a settlement of the dispute.
DIED OF SVILLPH.
SEVERAL CASES IN VICIN-
ItY or CiOFT(114.
The Board of Health Urges
Eveifioridy tit ite Vac-
cinated At Once.
(From Friday's Daily.)
Mr. D. H. Glover died at his home
about a in lie and half west of Crof-
ton this morning of smallpox. The
disease was brought to the neighbor-
hood by Mr. Barney O'Neil and fam-
ily who recently returned fromColo-
rado, Mrs. O'Neil being a daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Glover. Mrs. O'Neil
was first to show signs of the disease
and she was followed by her bus-
4stid, child and Mother, Mr. °loiter
being thellit tcripe stricken. All the
cases wereiif the mild i'orm except
Mr. Glover's. 'Mkt. Malbtirt Longi
who fives about a mite distant from
the Glover's, is also ill with the dist
ease. The matter has been reported
to ,the board of health which
has taken all the precautions that
were possible, but on account of the
tardiness in reporting it a number o:
ersons were exposed before its trip,
nature was known. The board of
health has VsiCelsiated as many as
possibie throughout that section but
urges that all who have not been vac
einated will have the matter attend-
ed to at once so as to prevent the
further spread of the disease.
Health
Means the ability to do a good day's
work, without undue fatigue and to
find life worth living. You can not
have indigestion or uititinvi
without its upsetting the liver end
polluting the blood. Such a condi-
tion may be best and quickest ob-
tained by Herbine, the best liver
regulator the world has ever known.
Mrs. D. W. Smith writes, April 3,
1902: "I use Herbine, and find it
the best medicine for constipatior
and regulating the liNer Lever used."
Price 60 cents. Sold by Anderson &
1.--•1111111110----
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the
IMPORTANT CASES
COME UP IN THE TRICC
CIRCUIT COURT.
The Winter Term Will Con-
vene in Cadiz on
Monday Next.
(From Saturday's Daily)
The February term of the Trigg
circuit court will convene at Cadiz,
Monday: trlin doeket hi& litrgb one,
and is iabispsoted that a good deal of
businessNillf be clispoiektof during
the coming term. There are 73 com-
monwealth oases on the docket, 54
ordinary appearances, and 88 equity
oases.
The most important ease is that
&What Laurence D. Willis, Lou
wniti, We. Bessie Willis and Ji
charged with being impli
catted itt the rhurder of Liettt. Bi
Idtinstone, etifitiroti; lest March:
iptie-ftsrf of th 6 ebrn rrienistealtil
against Julien Randle and and oth-
ers, charged with shooting and as-
saulting with intent to kill John
Burnett, of McCracken county, near
Tuggleville, Trigg county, last sum-
tne,r, is set for trial the third day of
the term.
The suit of John Dickerson, color-
pd, against City Marshal R. L. Davis
for false arrest, is docketed for the
seventh day of court. Dickerson
asks for $1,500 damages.
Nearly Forfeits His Life.
A runaway almost ending fatally,
started a horrible ulcer on the leg of
J. H. Omer, Franklin Grove, Ill, For
four years it defied all doctors and
all remedies. But Buoklen's Antos
Salve had no trouble to cure him.
Equally good for burns. bruises, skin
eruptions and pules. 95c at Cook &
Higgins and L. L. Elgin.
Exposure to a sudden climatic
change produces sold in the hcad
and catarrh is apt to follow. Provid-
ed with Ely's Cream Balm you are
armed against Nasal Catarrh. Price
50 cents. at Druggists or Ely Broth-
ers, 56 Warren Street, New York
will mail it. The Balm cures without
pain, does not irritate or cause sneez
ing. It spreads itself over an irritat-
ed and angry surface, relieving im-
mediately the painful inflammation,
cleanses and cures. Cream Bain)








(Special to New Era.)
NEW YORK, Jan. 30.—In regard
to making silver the issue of para-
mount iuiportance in the approach-
ing carilphige, William Jenbings
Bryan has resSeuted, says the Herald
In an interview yesterday, comment-
ing upon his lecture of the previous
night In Madison Square Garden
Concert Hall, he admitted that it
W. J. BRYAN.
would be folly to attempt to create a
winning demand for the free coinage
of silver at the ratio of 16 to 1.
Mr. Bryan went further and said
that imperialism must be abandoned
by the Democrats as a paramount is-
sue, as must the question of the sup-
pression of the trusts. Then he ex-
pressed the opinion that the tariff is
equally impossible of forming itself
into a foundation upon which to base
a successful campaign.
"Shall the money changers rule
the United States?'
That is the question which Mr.
Bryan believes must be brought for-
ward in the campaign of 1904, and he
expresses the opinion that the Dem-
()Irate, by taking she negative side of
the debate, will certainly win. Mr.
Bryan believes that a political "olla
podrida" may be concocted which
will please all of the Democratic vot-
ers, and in the stew he would have
the money changers well cooked.
Croup
Begins with the symptoms of a corn
mon cold; there is chilliness, sneez-
ing, sore throat, hot skin, quick
pulse, hoarseness and impeded res-
piration. Give frequent small doses
of Ballard's F:orehound Syrup, ( the
child will cry for it) and at the first
sign of a croupy cough, apply fre-
quently Ballard's Snow Liniment to
the throat.
Mrs. A. Vliet, New Castle, Colo.,
writes, March 19th, 1901: "I think
Ballard's Horehound Syrup a won-
derful remedy, and so pleasant."
25c, 50c and $1.00. Sold by Anderson
& Fowler.
Appointed Administrator
W. R. Elliott has been appointed
administrator of the estate of Mrs.
Neney H. Peden, with E. M. Peden
mid John J. Elliott as sureties. W.
C. Lindley, Louis Yaneey and J. P.
Ayers aro named as appraisers.
Relief in One Minute.
One Minute Cough Cure gives re-
lief in one minute, because it kills
the microbe which tickles the mu-
cous membrane, causing the cough,
and at the same time clears the
phlegm, draws out tile inflammation
and heals and soothes the affected
parts. One Minute Cough Cure
strengthens the lungs, wards off
pneumonia and is a harmless and
never failing cure in all curable
cases of Coughs, Colds, and Croup.
One Minute Cough Cure is pleasant
to take, harmless and good alike for
young and old. R. C. Hardwick.
 gala
66 Prial rA1% 
Those who have ever felt its keen, cutting pains, or witnessed the intense
suffering of others, know that Rheumatism is torture, and that it is right.
ly called "The Xing of Pain."
All do not suffer alike. Some are suddenly seized with the most excrucia-
ting pains, and it seems every muscle and joint in the body was being torn
asunder. Others feel only occasional slight pains for weeks or months, when
a sudden change in the weather or exposure to damp, wit44 or night
air brings on a fierce attack, lasting for days perhaps, and leaving the pa-
tient with a weakened corr3titutiqg or crippled and &formed for all time.
An acid, polluted condition of the blood is the cause of every form and
variety of Rheumatism, Muscular, Articular, Acute, Chronic, Isitammatory
and Sciatic, and the blood must be purged and puriOed before there is an
end to your aches and pains. External applications, the use of liniments and
plasters, do much toward temporary relief, but such treatment does not reach
the real cause or cleanse the diseased blood; but S. S. S., the greatest Gf all
bloed purifiers and tellies, does cure Rheumatism by antidobiw-and neutraliz-
ing the poisonous acids and building up thoweak and ainggia4 blood. It is
safeandreliable in all forms of Rheumatism. It makes
the old acid blood rich, and the pain-tortured mus-
cles and joints are relieved, the shaftered nerves are
made strong, and the entire system is invigorated and
toned up by the use of this great vegetable remedy.
If you have Rheumatism, write us, and our physicians will furnish with-
out charge any information desired, and we will mail free our book on
Rheumatism. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATIJUITA, GA.
If you don't buy clothing from J. T. Wall & Co.




We have too many suits and overcoats
and we are going to sell them. Any man
who wants a good suit or overcoat and
would like to keep a fourth or a third
of his money in his pocket had better
come and see what's going on here this
month.
RIDICULOUS
Do you say, to make such bea-
vy cuts on new and desirable
suits and overcoats Wa think
not. These goods must go and
will go when you see them.
Mons' and boys Jersey Gloves worth 25c for- 15
Men's and boys Jersey Gloves worth 50c for - 30c
Mens Golf Gloves worth 75c for 50C
Men's and Boy's Leather Belts worth 26c for 15c
Men's and Boy'r Leather Belts worth 50c for 30c
Mens h'vy ri6'd cotton Underwear wth 50c for 20c
Men's heavy fleece Underwear worth 40c for 25C
Boy's " " Undershirts " 35c for 15c
Man's all wool red Underwear, worth 76c, for 500
Boy's Shirt Waists,ages 4 5 6 7 8,wth 25 & 60c1 .0C
17Jur choice of 200 - Men's Hats, various I.*
shapes and colors, worth $1.50, $2.00 and
$2.50, in this sale at only
IT.Wall&Lo
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that runs on wheels.
Sold Everywhare.
Maio by STANDARD OIL CO.
Strict Orders Issued.
The following order has been inu-
ed:
All persons having in their posses-
sion arms, ammunition, blankets,
tents or any military equipment
whatsoever however qtained, are
hereby warned that sama is govern-
ment property, and unliais immedi-
ately returned to the proper authori-
ty, Lieut. Lewis S. Robins, com-
manding Co. H, Mimi regiment,
Kentucky Infantry, MI Mayfield,
they will be proceeded a0ainst in the
U. S. court which involves a heavy
penalty and long imprieotiment.
E. B. BAI3SETT,
Maj. Commanding Second Battal-
ion, Third Kentucky Infatry.
Perfect Confidence.
Where there used to be a feeling of
uneasiness and worry in a household
when a child showed symptoms of
croup there is now perfect confidence
This is owing to the uniform SUCOOPS
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy in
the treatment of that disease. Mrs.
M. L. Basford, of Poelesville, Md.,
In speaking of her experience in the
use of that remedy says: VI have a
world of confidence in Chamber-
lain's Cough Remedy for Iihave us-
ed it with perfect success. My child
Garland is subj3ct to severe attacks
of croup and it always elves him
prompt relief." For sale by L. L.
Elgin.
K. I. T. LEAGUE NEWS.
Special to New Era.)
JACKSON, Tenn., Jan. 80.—Grant
nen, manager of the K. I. T.
league team of Jackson last year,
and who will also manage again this
season, has returned from Memphis.
He is said to want Emmett Itaylor, a
Chickasaw star, to take oliarge of
the Jackson baseball team the com-
ing season. He states that, if he
can get Taylor, he will get a good
team to back him. Gorman has
started early in the year toward
looking for good men, and hopes to
take the pennant. A meeting of the
officials of the K. I. T. league will
be held in Jackson, February! 15, to
decide what teams will be iu the
league season.
Women and Jewell.
J,iwels, candy, flowers, man—that
is the order of a woman's prSferen•
ass. Jewels form a magnet of 4aighty
power to the average woman. Even
that greatest of all Jewels, he4lth, Isoften ruined in the strenuous ipffortsto make or save the money 04 pur-chase them. If a woman will riskher health to get a coveted gern,thenlet her fortify herself against the in-siduous consequences of ()coughs,
colds and bronchial affections Iv the
regular use of Dr. Boschee's lOyrup.
It will promptly arrest consumption
in its early stages and heal the af-
fected lungs and bronchial tubes and
drive the dread disease from the
system. It is not a cure-all, but it is
a certain cure for coughs, colde and
all bronchial troubles. Price 250
and 750.
The Black Judge Lynch.
Lewis Badford, a negro of Guthrie,
Ky., for the confessed murder of a
negro girl, was lynched by the ne-
groes of that section. This clearly
demonstrates that the better element
of the negro race in some sectioas is
at length awakening to the brutality
of some of their brethren, and ithat
many of them will no longer stand
for it. We are as much oppossid to
mob violence as any one, buti the
sooner this element of the negro race
+skims things in hand and cleisrly
demonstrates to their whole ppu-
lation that such brutes will not be
tolerated, the better it will be foil the
entire negro population of the Soiith.
—Danville Advocate.
OnellimuteCoughOure





Four Regular Storm Periods
With Cold Wave Attach-
ment To Each.
The following forecasts are glean-
ed from Hicks' predictions for Feb-
ruary: The month begins on the
central day of a regular stOrm period.
The first stage of this period will fall
in the last two days of January, that
is, change to warmer with barometer
falling in the West, and winds shift-
ing to Easterly and Southerly. By
the let, storm areas will begin to
form over the Western part of the
country, marked depressions of the
barometer will be moving Eastward,
and wide areas of rain and snow and
sleet will pass Eastwardly across the
country during the 1st to the 4th.
Ordinarily a cold wave and blizzard
would appear before the 4th, but the
moon does not pass the celestial
equator until the 4th, hence the
storms of this period may not reach
blizzardous proeortions until after
that date. The mercury disturbance
continues up to abctit the 10th, hence
cloudy murky, sleety weather will
continue in all probability into the
reactionary period central on the 6th
7th and 8th. If heavy snow and
sleet storms do not appear during
the first four days of the month, such
storms will almost certainly develop
about the 6th to tho 9th. But tbe
chanees for marked winter storms on
and near ;the first day of the month
are many. Upon the whole, much
threatening weather, with severe
winter storms are almost certainties
during the first eight to ten days of
February, or until the mercury in-
fluence subsides. This will prove
one ot the most general and destruc-
tive periods of the winter, and at
least one severe cold wave may be
counted on. Two are quite probable
one. not far from the 1st and one
about the 7th and 8th.
The third storm period is centra
on the 12th and reaches from the 10th
to the 16th. Falling barometer and
general storms of rain and snow will
return about the 14th, 15th and 16th.
These storms will e.lso be followed
by a high barometer and cold wave
about the 20th to 22d.
The last regular storm period for
February is central on the 24th, its
disturbing influence reaching from
the 22nd to the 27th.
As the month goes out generally
fair and colder weathei will prevail.
In the Western extremes, reaction to
warmer will rave sot in, and the
barometer will be felling, prepara•
tory for the teactionery storms due
the first three (lays of Marsh.
esi
An Early Riser.
A strong, healthy, active constituy
tion depends largely ott the condition
of the liver. The famous little pills
known as DeWitt's Little Early Ris-
ers not only cleanse the system but
they strengthen the action of the liv-
er and rebuild the tissues eupporting
that organ. Little Early Risers are
easy to act, the never gripe and yet
they are absolutely certain to pro-
duce results that are satisfactory in
all cases. R C. Hardwick.
Are You Restless at Night
And harassed by a bad cough? Use
Ballard's Horehound Syrup, it will
secure you sound sleep and effect a
prompt and radical cure. 25c, 500
and $1.00. Sold by Anderson & Fow-
ler.
Brain-Food Nonsense.
Another ridiculous food fad has
been branded by the most competent
authorities. They have dispelled the
silly notion that one kind of food is
needed for brain, another for mus-cles, and still another for bones. Acorrect diet will not only nourish aparticular part of the body, but itwill sustain every other part. Yet,however good your food may be, itsnutriment is destroyed by indiges-
tion or dyspepsia. You must prepare
for their appearance or prevent their
coming by taking_ regular doses of






is all coffee—no glazing of
eggs or glue to conceal de-
fects and cheapen its quality.
Fresh and uniform, richi in flavor, because always insealed packages—never inbulk.
TRUST VS. TRUST
MUCH INTEREST OVER IM-
PERIAL'S COMING.
Some of the Largest Tobac-
co Growers Have Re-
jected Offers.
AND NOW WANTS 82,000
DAMACES.
Suit Filed for Negro Against
the Empire Coal & Min-
ing Company.
Charles Dandridge, colored, by his
next !dead, Wyatt Edmonds, has
filed suit against the Empire Coal &
Mining company for $2,000 damages.
The petition states that while driv-
ing a car in October in the defend-
ant's mines, Dandridge was violently
thrown in front of the car and as
a result one of his legs was broken
and other Injuries were sustained by
him. H. claims that the accident
was due to the improper condition of
the cars furnished by the tinning
company and also the improper con-
dition of the passage.
*-111 +41,
TM* Early Mere
The famous little piney
The2Hendersou Gleaner says: 
Cures Rheumatism and Ca-
....--....-.....--_
"Mr. W. G. Head, of this city, rep-
Send no money—simply write atei
tarrh-Mediclne Sent Free.
resenting the Imperial Tobacco corn- try Botanic Blood Balm at our ex-pany, has rented two large factories
at Hopkinsville and is buying tobac-
co right and left. He is proving the
most active competitor the regie buy-
ers have had in all their experience.
at prices ranging from 5 tot cents
per pound. A number of large crops
have been purchased."
l'he Pembroke Journal says:
"Mr. Head, representing the Impe-
rial Tobacco company, made a tour
of the section of country a few miles
south of this city Friday and Satur-
day and bought a number of choice
crops. The crops purchased will ag-
tarrh while or after taking Blood
gregate half a million pounds or
Balm. It makes the blood pure andmore. The prices paid were 53i to 6 , rich, thereby giviag a healthy bloodcents per pound tied 11 large and de-pure and rich, thereby giving alivered In stemming order. This is healthy blood supply. Cures area much better price than the regie permanent and not a patching up.
Sold at drug stores, $1 per large bot-
men have offered thus far, although
tie. Sample of Blaod Balm sent freea number of our largest tobacco andprepaid, also special medical ad-growers rejected these offers. vice by describing your trouble and"The season last week was rather writing Blood Balm Co., Atlanta,short-lived, and not much was ac- Ga. A personal trial of Blood Balmcornplished in the way of taking is better than a thousand printeddown. Dority & Co., of this city, re- testimonials, so write at once.ceived several loads."
411111. •4111.'
p..nse. Botanic Blood Balm (B. B.
B.) kills or destroys the poison in '
the blood which causes the awful
aches in bach and shoulder blades,
shifting pains, difficulty in moving
fingers, toes or legs, bone pains,Mr. Head has a force of active buy- swollen muscles and joints of rheu-ere employed and more than a half inetisin, or the foul breath, hawking,tnillien pounds has been purchased spitting, droppings in throat, bad'
hearing, specks dying before the
eyes, all played out feeling of ca-1
terrah., Botanic Blood Balm ni 8!
cured hundreds of cases of 3-.) or 40
years standing after doctors, hot
springs and patent medicines had all
failed. Most of these cured paVents
had taken Blood Balm as a last re-
sort. It is especially advised for
chronic deep seated cases. Impossi
ble for any one to suffer the agonies
or symptoms of rheumatism or ca-
When You Have a Cold. Bears the
SignatureThe first action when you have a ofcold should be to relieve the lungs.
+MOP .11111111 -
.AL 1 ° Clo R. I AI. •
The Kind You How Always Ilia&
14;ted
This is best accomplished by the free . fir ___, .oil Dyspepsia Cure
use of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, PsUlliThis remedy liquefies the tough mu-1 Digests what yew eat..eus and causes its expulsion from the' 
air cells of the lungs, produces a free
expectoration and opens the secre-
thins. A complete cure soon follows
['his remedy will cure a severe cold
lu loss time than any other treat-ment and It leaves the system In a
natural and healthy condition. Itcounteracts any tendency toward
pneumonia. For male by L. L. El-
gin.
Thousands nave Kidney Trouble
and Don't Know it.
How To rind Out.




tion of the kid-
neys; if it stains




pass it or pain In
the back is alsooonvincing proof that the kidneys and ble6-ier are out of order.
What to Do.There is comfort in the knowledge sooften expressed, that Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy fulfills everywish in curing rheumatism, pain in theback, kidneys, liver, bladder and every partof thd urinary passage. It corrects inabilityto hold water and scalding pain in passingit, or bad effects following use of liqt, Jr,wine or beer, and overcomes that unpleasantnecessity of being compelled to go oftenduring the day, and to get up many tim*.:sduring the night. The mild and the extra-ordinary effect of Swamp-Root is soonrealized. It stands the highest for its won-lerful cures of the most distressing cases.If you need a medicine you should have thebest. Sold by druggists in 50c. and $1. sizes.You may have a sample bottle of thiswonderful discoveryand a book that tells
more about it, both sent
absolutely free by mail.
A,dress Dr. Kilmer & Rome of Swainp-Ront.CO., Binghamton, N. Y. When writing men-tion reading this generous offer in this parer.
Don't make any mistake, but lemember the name, Swamp-Root, Dr.Khmer's Swamp-Robt, and the ad-dress, Ringhampton, N. Y., on everybottle.
litINCHOSTOR
FACTORY LOADED SHOTOUN SHELLS.It's not sentiment—that makes the most successful shots shootWinchester Factory Loaded Shells. It's the re-sults they give. It's their entire reliability, even-ness of pattern and uniform shooting. Winchester" Leader " shells, loaded with smokeless powder,are the best shells on the market. Winchester"Repeater" shells loaded with smokeless powderare cheap in price but not in quality. Winchester"New Rival" black powder shells are the favoriteblack powder load on the market on account oftheir shooting and reloading qualties. Try either ofthese brands and you'll be well pleased. They arc



















During the dull season we
will make up clothing at
greatly reduced prices.
Select your Spring Suit
NOW and be ready for t he
fine weather.




"For over nine are I suffered with chronic con-stipation tt,vi during this time I had to take aninjection of n-rttan water once every Y,4 hours beforeI could have an action on my bowels. Happily Itried Cascarets, ant today I am a well man.During the nine years ,before I used Cascarets Isuffered untold misery with internal piles. Thanksto you I am free from all that this morning. Yoncan use tails in behalf of suffering humanity."B. F. Fisher, Roanoke, M.
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent. Taste flood, Do Good,Never '..iicken, Weaken or Gripe, 10e, 25e. 56c. Neversold in i.n lk Tile genuine tablet stamped COO.Ciuttruntoed to cure or your money back.Sts.t!ing Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 603ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
VIIMMIllmsnms
Curse Orlp
la Two Days,Take Laxative Brom Quinine Tablets. on everySeven ?Mon bons sold In pest 13 months. This dsnasure, .v/rev.1.0. box. M.
To Cure a Cold in One Day
ayne 3: Moseley
Will hold AUCTION SALES OF
HORSES and MULES
monthly in their new stable on 9th St.,near L. & N. depot
The First SATURDAY In Evcry Month
We keep a supply of horses and mules on hand at all timesthat are for sale, People who want to buy or sell stock arerespectfully invited to be on band each Saturday.
YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITED.
Layne
Ninth Street, near L. & N. depot, Hopkinsville, Ky.





Tireei at 9 a. ma
Sleep does not rest. Food does not taste good. Snap, energy,
ambition—all gone. What is needed is a good food tonic. One
that will create an appetite, help digestion; strengthen, invigorate
and induce sound and restful sleep. People thus ailing should try
1WALTHER'S
The pepsin corrects tie overworked digestive organs. The port










Two sizes, 50 cts.
and $1.00.





J. 0. COOK, DRUGGISTS
• '':
YOUR LUNGS
W THEY ARE WEAK—You. are in constant danger of Pneu-monia or Consumption which can be prevented by FOLEY'S HONEYAND TAR if taken in time.
IF THEY ARE MaiMED= You already have the first symp-toms of lung trouble that May prove fatal and you should not delaytaking FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR. It cures all inflammatory con-ditions of the respiratory organs.
IF THEY ARE OBSTRUCTED—It is dangerous to use harshexpectorants which strain and weaken the lungs. FOLEY'S HONEYAND TAR soothes and strengthens and enables the tubes to benaturally cleared.
FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR
gives the gi eatest comfort and relief in advanced stages of lung troubleand never fails to cure incipient Consumption. Contains no opiates.For Coughs, Colds, Croup, Whooping Cough, Bronchitis, Asthma,Pneumonia and Grippe. It stops the Cough and prevents Pneumonia.




J. N. Patterson, night policeman of
Nashua, Is., writes:—"Last winter I
had a bad cold on my lungs and tried
at least a half dozea advertised cough
medicines and had treatment from two
physicians without getting any benefit.
A friend recommended FOLEY'S
HONEY AND TAR and two thirds of
a bottle cured me. I consider it the




SOLI All RECOMIENDEO BY
Al 1Dtaiigistg of Hopkinsville
BREAKING
THE HOODOO
[Copyright, 1893, by Charles B. Lewis.)
When the Thirteenth was brigaded
with us, everybody spoke in praise of
Its rank and file. No better material
could have been found in America. A
couple of weeks, however, snowed the
colonel to be an egotist and a drunk-
ard, and few of the company or regi-
mental officers seemed anxious to give
him credit for anything outside.
One day the regiment curne out to
relieve the Fourth on outpost duty.
At midafternoon a hundred Ueafeder-
ate cavalry, divided into squads of
twenty-five, attacked four full compa-
nies of the Thirteenth at about the
same moment One discharge of their
carbines, followed by a grand yell, did
the business in each instance. The
same 100 cavalry then fell upon the
reserve of 000 men and routed them
at a dash. One thousand men were
beaten, routed and disgraced by 100.
The colonel called his officers to-
gether and said they must give the
men double drill and that in the next
fight they must shoot down any man
who tried to make a bolt for it. And
the captains got their respective com-
panies out on the parade ground and
Looked savage and swelled out their
chests and shouted:
"You are a laughing stock in this
brigade. You have had two or three
chances to win glory, but you have
run away like beaten curs. In our next
fight I will shoot the man who even
turns pale."
And yet every private in every com-
pany remembered that when he ran
away he followed his three officers and
was not able to overtake them. A
month later, at 9 o'clock one summer
morning, our brigade swung into bat-
tle line on the left center. It stretched
across a cotton field, with its right and
left connecting in the woods with oth-
er brigades. The fight began far above
us. That meant waiting, and it is the
waiting that makes cowards of brave
men.
Down the lines of the Fourth. Sev-
enth and Eighth went the company
officers to brace up the men who were
not cowards, but yet losing their nerve
in the waiting, but over in the Thir-
teenth it was different. The officers
were at the regulation distance in rear
of the lines, and the men had nobody
to brace them up. To talk to each
other only made matters worse.
We were quite prepared for what
happened—knew that it would happen.
Of a sudden the enemy opened fire on
our front with artillery, and as the
first shell exploded in the ranks of the
Thirteenth the whole 1,000 men broke
back like a flock of frightened sheep.
A second shell completed the business,
and there was a stampede which car-
ried them a mile to the rear. The gap
was closed up, and the battle went on,
but the Thirteenth could not be rallied
again that day. Three days later the
major general said to the officers and
men on parade:
"I know the history of the Thirteenth
since its first skirmish. You are a dis-
grace to your state, to the army and to
yourselves. I shall recommend that the
regiment be wiped out of existence."
On the morning that the order of
disbandment arrived from Washing-
ton the Thirteenth was in charge of
senior captain, and some of the com-
panies were in charge of orderly ser-
i geants. A Confederate column, which
had cut loose and marched by night
through the fields and woods, suddenly
I burst out of the woods upon the scat-
tered camps along the river. The sur-
prise was complete, and without a
check the enemy came sweeping down
the stream. The Thirteenth turned
out, but there were no officers to give
them orders. They were cowards and
had always run away. A few had
already started on this occasion, when
there came the sound of hoof beats
from the west, and a woman rode into
camp. She was hardly above twenty
years old, fair haired and handsome
and probably the wife of some Union
officer from the camps above. Every
man thrilled as she pulled up her horse
and cried out:
"Men, they are making a stand up
there by the ford, and if you'll join
them the enemy can be checked and
driven back."
"We'll go—we'll go! Fall in—fall in!"
shouted the men in chorus, after an in-
stant's silence, and five minutes later
every man had his musket and car-
tridge box and companies were being
formed up the road crowded with
white faced fugitives, and yet never a
man of the Thirteenth fell out There
was no officer to lead them, but the
woman rode ahead and turned now and
then to smile and beckon them on. A
round shot plowed up the dirt near by,
but she gave no heed. A shell burst
against a tree a few yards away and
filled the air with splinters, but she
did not turn her head. The bullets
came thicker and thicker, but she held
her way until a line of blue suddenly
came into view and then waved her
hand and said:
"Right down there, comrades, is
where they need you, and after today
no man will call the Thirteenth a regi-
ment of cowards!"
"Hip—hip—hurrah!" and a swinging
of caps and a dash forward. The blue
fighting line was strengthened not a
moment too soon. The enemy hurled
. shell and grape—he poured volley after
volley—he charged again and again, I
but the line stood firm and cheered as
It stood. It was a fight of an hour be-
fore re-enforcements came up. Behind
• the log breastworks were a few hun-
ired Jiving men, their eyes still aflame
and their faces black with powder
. stain, and on the right and left and be-
hind them more dead and wounded
; than the whole brigade had yet lost.
Not a steward had dinda—aot a ooward,
1;:a.0 121:-.0,401  111/ • weatallia4 INA
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MISS MAY MARKELL,
A Society Belle of London. Canada.
ISS MAT MARIELL
of London, Ontario,
Canada, is a beauti-
ful girl who knows what
suffering is and Wile of
Cardui Los brought her back
to health. She is os• the
social favorite* of her home
and her recovery to health
has permitted her to enjoy
the company of her many
friends instead of lying on
a bed of sickness and suffering. For
the health she now enjoys she gives
credit to Wine of Cardui. She writes:
del have fouled Vim el Cardut an =sl-
iest remedy for female trouble. I suffered
for three yea ss with terrible bearing-40w*
pains at the menstrual period. I could
hardly awl ea my beet and was never
seal well. Wise of Cs.rdul was the only
impalas* that I could depend on to do me
any good, as I tried several with no suc-
cess. Wine of Cardul cured me and I
have now eajoyed perfect health for two
years, and give you all the credit for I
knew you deserve it."
For a young girl Wine of Cardui is
the best remedy to guide her through
womanhood by starting the menstrual
flOW in a healthy and nat-
ural manner. Menstruation
started right is very easy t.
keep regular throagh the
years of mature womanhood.
Then the "change of life"
need not be feared. Thus
Wine of Cardui is woman's
beet relief from youth to
old age. A million women
have secured blessed relief
from their sufferings by tak-
ing this treatment. It relieves MC*.
etrual troubles in an incredibly wort
time. In a simple case of deranged
menses Wine of Cardui never fails. To
relieve disordered menses is to remove
the cause of other female troubles. Amy
physician will tell you that to remove
the cause of a disease renders the cure
easy, in fact seldom fails to complete -
the cure. If you would have the same
relief which Miss Markel' secured try
Wine of Cardui. You can take it with-
out an examination and without any
publicity whatever. You ean take it in
the privacy of your home and secure
just as much benefit as if a doctor had
prescribed it for you. Thousands of wo-
men are feeling the vigor of returning
health by taking Wine of Cardui.
.
Ifav Merkall.
WINE of CARD VI A million suffering womenhave found relief inWine of Cardui.
Announcements ClifliejaH
Illinois lentral R. Ks ElyI9116 ir; It;hig Balm 
DIRECT TO HAVANA I
cleanses, soothes and lanais
the diseased membrane.
It cures catarrh and drives
Via Illinois Central R. R. to New , away a cold la the head
Orleans and the weekly Southern quickly.
Pacific S. S. "Louisiana" to Havana. I emu= Balm is placed into the nostrils, tamed§
Leave Chicago and Cincinnati Fri- ever the niembraue and is abeorbed• VAie n s tut'day morning, leave St. Louis and eaediate and a curt follows. It ia not dryiag—deesLouisville Friday noon, arrive New zot produce sneer-Mg. Large SIse,10 *eats atikrIgv
Orleans Saturday 10:00 a. m , leave gists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents.
Saturday 2:00 p. m., arriving at Ha- 1 illy gnarl:LEM, 845 Warren Street. New Yolkcans Monday morning, Round trip
and one-way through tickets at un-
usually low rates. Free Illinois Cen-
tral B. R. Illustrated Folder on Cu-




Ocean steamship sailiugs from New
Orleans for Mexico, ?enema, Ceu
tral and South America, West Indies1










Lou if Neinit .
11 :11 Prim 4t12;
SOX'S, al et
11 .".1. 11111
with welt lax. A40.20
balsa awe Want We
it1.riG•41111"r:6116
special folder issued by the Ennui- 1111•1111=11r 
Central R. R. Send for a copy. Nothing has ever
MI;XICO Spec
ial Tours of Mex - Nothing can everico and Calitornia via 
CALIFORNIA the ThinC an4i
New Orleans under thea uspices lot
Raymonti & Whitcomb, will leave
Chicago Friday, February 12, for
Mexico and California via New Or-
leans, including a stop-over for the
Mardi Gras; also from Chicago Fri-
day, March 4th, for California via
the Illinois Central and New Or-
leans. Entire trips made in special
Private vestibule trains of finest Pull-
inane, complete in every detail.
Illinois Central Weekly Excur-
sions to California. Excursion Cars
through to LOP Angeles and San
Francisco as follows: Via New Or-
leans and the Southern Route every
Wednesday from Chicago; every
Tuesday from Cincinnati. Via Oma-




a t New Or-
leans on February 16, 1004. For it ex-
cursion rates will be in effect to New
01 leans on specific dates which your





city for the tourist to visit. Winter
tourist rates now in effect. Double
daily eervice and fast steam-heated
vestibule trains with through sleep-
ing cars, buffet-library-smoking car
service and all 'meals en route in din-
ing cars. Ask for an illustrated
be-ok on New Orleans.
GULFPORT MISS.
The Great Southern Hotel, at Gulf-
port, Miss., of the Mexican Gulf
coast, has 250 rooms single or en-
suite, with or without bath. Steens
heat, electric light, hot and cold run-
ning water, and telephone in *-very
room. tteached via Memphis and
the Illinois Central's fast morning
car', with a single change, on same
train en route at Memphis, jute
through sleepir,e car to Gulfport.
Send for illustrated folder describing
Gulfport and the hotel.
HOT SPRING'S, ARK.
Direct Pullman Sleeping Car Service
via Memphis. Send for book describ-
ing this most interesting of health
paid pleasure resorts.
Full Particulars oc °r ut cheranbiug a IOVO C1114
be had of agents of the Illinois Cen
tral, or by addressing the nearest of
the undersigned representatives of
the "Central."
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville
A. J. MCDOUGALL, D. P. A.,
New Orleans
A. H. HANSON. G. P. A., Chicago





L. al N. Railroad.
New Orleans, Mobilo and Pensa-cola February 9 to 15th inclusive andfor trains scheduled to reach New
Orleans before noon Feb. 16th. Tick-
ets good for return until Feb. 20th
except by deposit and payment of
cents, enteasieu at limit may be se-
ctored smell Marsh Iltk . For rates sad
tAllabar behsM.sapplp be
O. IL Mrs. YksiA.
• • .

















and me a 
A Perfect For All Throat and
Cure:. Lung Troubles.
Money beck if It fent Trial D•Whoti fres.
DEAR
DELAYS!
Don't wait until you
get time to attend to
your teeth.
Talie time.
The time is now.
The expense and
bother will be much
less now than next
year or next month.







Summers Building, next to Court
House, Hopkinsville,Ky. Tel. 168-8
SEASONABLE SUGGEST! 'VS
,LEE'S






TRY ONE AND STUDY RESULTS
MACK5 KIDNEY PLASTER
• ...13A/AYS RELIABLE
fistAarAll I Lai& 0 la PrJ. E LLWOOD LEE






We have just finished our annual inventory and find we have a surplus of $15,000.00 stock which must beisold at once. In order to move this surplus stock we have decided to make prices on same that will move itquickly. Its a money-loser with us but that doesn't concern you. What you want is bargains and here's ail&opportunity to buy them that only comes once in a life time. If you don'tattend this sale you will regret it. .4A
Spot Cash
Only Buys
SALE BEGINS SATURDAY FER.




SOME 60005 HALF PRICE SOME ONE-THIRD OFF! SOME /5 PER CENT Om SOME TEN PER CENT OFF!
DRESS GOODS AT HALF PRICE
We have placed on the front center counter of our store fifty-one pices Dress Goods
consisting of Serges, Etamiues, Lansdowns, Scotch Mixtures, Silk and Wool Crepes,
ilenes and Mohairs. WE WILL OFFER THEM AT HALF PRICE.
YD-4-2 pieces Black Silk II 25 and Woot Novelty Suiting 63a c (l1(3)tli prieeZ c°erclUfarlOg4IGIL'initereduced from 2 60 yd.
50c 45 inch wide reduced from




Cneviot 60 inch wide reduc-
ed frolin 1 26 yd
50c
YD-2ipieces Black & White
Novel.y Suiting 60 ineh wide
reduced from 1 00 yd
YD-1 piece Blue Russian
Twine 60 inch wide reduced
from 11075c
63C
andY I) 2 I esceedsa Eg tre smut n4ei su ;31
wide reduced from-1 25 yd
75c
YD 10 pieces 54 inch Zibiline
Scotch Mixture and Meltone
good styles and colorings
suitable for coat suit4 and walking
skirts redueed from 1 50 yd
C
YD 8 pieces dress goods con-
sisting of Sootch Mixture,
Meltone, Satin Cloths and
Cravanette Venetian reduced from




LDp 01 risa,ti p tern w8 hy citleu4t4) Si nu th.
88 YrviDot12airi ece, 17) r s i ri nr sc yh a Zo i dh i hl il no 0,,C
lug red ucd from 3 00 yd.
5 mix.0 reduc,-d from 1 00 :k d
63c
YD 12 pieces Silk and 'Wool
Lansdowne - black, navy
blue, French blue, wine, ca-
nary, grey, turquoise, old rose, pink
and light blue.
5
 c YD 1 piece Black Mohair
with white band emb. dot 38
inch wide recuced from 1 26
75c
YD 2 pieces 48 inch Plaid






YD 8 pieces Light Grey1
2c Camel's Hair Serge andstriped mohair suiting,
reduced from 65c yd.
25c YD 2 pieces Cadet Blue, Re-seda Green 36 inoh wideFlannel reduced from FOc





0 I C YD Sin on oke Corfirnoonili ni L.
n YD Percalinee, Am isilk and
I 9 U BatilitiFtleduced from Mc.
I 
5c
 YD , ell colors and blacks2un Glasssduoe  andtroinPe realities,R








Each, Litien Dama.k Me-
ets
Reduced from 54)e, Each
Each, Line', Hemstitched
Damask Towels,
Reduced from 85o each
Each, Linen htiok and hem-
med Damask Towele.
Bei:faced from 25c
Each, Linen Huck Towels.
Reduced srom 20c
Each, Linen Hind( and l'ur-
kinh Bath Towels,




38 pieces Mercerized Vestings in
white and colors and white with blk.
figures and dots. Worth from 50c to





n Each, 44 good size lightto weigith etd.)docuenctefrpoa .rnnes50c.
c Each, 63 full size extra hea-
vy Wrttlei 
Reduce 
eu Crochetoeii  
from1.25
Quilts.  
I • h 7h6i etex tjraoohhesatv 4 ulill t- 4sEac
Reduced from 1.60




Taffeta Silks, the best 75c value in town, to close
Buys choice any of our solid color or changeable 0
C at only 50c • yard On this lot we reserve theright to refuse to sell to competitors and clerks in other stores.
YD, 36 inch extra goodI .65 quaiity Black Peau de
Sol Silk. Reduced from
$200 a yard.
I 
YD., 88 inch best quality35 Silk. Reduced from $1 .Guaranteed Blaek Taffeta. 60 
90
YD., good quality 36 inch
C BlackRTs:uffceot:i Eiriolmk. 1 26.
75c 
D , Wi yards white wale-
g SILk, 21 idnfirnoeuis w$1 
yardRed iice
75c
YD., 100 yards Black Moire
and Peau de Cygne Silk
Reduced from $1 and $1.50
YD., all colors and white -175c and black 




YD., 66 yards 30 inch
black and white s ciwash silk suitable shirtwat-ts and shirt waist suit. Re-duced from 760 yard.
1 5 c YD., one lot Silk Mulls andCrepe Re n aisse n ceWorth 26c to 50c yark.
2
5 n YD., lel 13rsardslot consis ingo f Remot-
Li Taffeta and Foulards inblacks and ct lore; were sold forfrom 50c yard to 1.1.0.
25c yd, 312 yards Lining Silh, worth 50c y.d
To close out gulch, 25c a yard.
Dry Goods
7 YD 88 pieces Madras, Ging-c hams and Cheviot; suitable forwaists and shirts, reduced from
11N and 15c a yard.
C 






spring shirt waist stilts, wtI
20c yard.YD 
5I 
pieces Belfast Rep cot-
ton suiting; just the thing
for coat suits and shirt waist
suits, reduced from 26e
I OCY Dblack and white shepherd
checks,polica dot and figured
black satteess, worth 16 and
ar d 26c
6
 1 YD 2") pieces dark outingIc nelettes, worth 10 to 15c yard, cloth and light and dark flan-
5
 YD good quality apron check
C gingham., reduced from Noyard
I ac Yt epr n eabe 1 1piecesol i s assorted , p a t -reduced from 15c yard
7
1 YD 10 pieces assorted light
2C aret  dcae rcikf rsoi link ollolnaen d r1a2p4 or y, I
I 21 YD 4. piecesNoYeltySuit-
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FROM THE BOOMING BARGAIN GUNS OF
sti. 1-• -r
- F!17- , , •
1•• • • .
L.
.4.edse
Pair, 8 pair for $1, Ladies
heavy fleece lined Hose,
Worth 50o a pair.
35c
per Pair, Ladies Lace 'Lisle
Hose in bulaock 
afroodmfancySOc 
p,Redair.
3 per Pair,Ladies Onyx BlackC extra   Rfleadeusot 
duced 
furzo? oso e p. a i r .
I 7 Pair, 3 Pair for 60c, MissesC Ribbed dtooresdtefdrogose. pair.7 Pair, 4 pairs for 26e, misses
c heavy ribbed cotton hose, sizes534 to 9. Reduced from 10c.
25c
Pair Ladies Onyx black cot-
ton Hose. absolutely fast co-
lor, higb spliced hee'., dou-
ble sole. Reduced from Mc and 40c.
I7
Pair, 3 pair for 50c, Misses
C heavy ribbed fleece linedhose, sizes 6Lsi to 8. Reduced
from 25c a pair.
I C P heavyllir' 2 pair  ribbed   fo r  cotton  c' hMissesose sizes 8 to I;ii. Reduced from
20c a pair.
I Pair, buys choice of any ourC missesR 
Reduced 




$ Y D  buys 
handsomest
     choicesat 
satin
nf damasken y  o f our
reduced from 1.50 N ard
'D buys choice of out75 ebleacrhoedduscastdinfrdoamlask,
25 
yard
YD buys choice any our
bleached or half bleached
damask, reduced from 1.0050cdYD buys choice any ourbleached   d ar tenausoke,d
from 75u
35c
YDbuys choice any our





r d ced SOc
furrombleached30Cor unbleachreeddudeamafork,o
45c





Per Pair buys choice any..ur dress.d or undressed
Kid Gloves. Reduced from
1.50
Pair buys choice any our
regular $1 kid gloves, in
white, black or colors.
25 PER CENT
DISCOUNT
One-Fourth off, All Ladies, Misses
and Children's Underweer.
Children's Cloaks.
$3.15 EACH buys choice of a lot of broken sizes in Misses Cloaks,
foimer price $7.50 to $12.50
$3.75 EACH buys choice of any ladies 27 inch fitted back Coats,
former price $750 to $12.60
Half Price
Any Ladies' Cloalt in the House.
This means $2.50 for the $5.00 up to $9.25
for the $18.50 Kind.
Ladies Petticoats at One-Fourth Off.
75a. for Black Sattine Skirt.duced from $1
95„ for Black 8e.ttine Skirt.duced from $1.25
for black 'Oat tine Skirt.1 . duced frotti $1.60.






cn for Black Ami Silk Skirt. Re-.duced duced from $2.
1 88 fouroBecliafcrkomAr4u16S. d ilk Skirt. Re-
2 
n for Black Sattine Skirt. Re-
2LU duced from $3.
One-Third Off All I
Dress Trimmings
Ladies Tailor-Mode Suitt
7 EACH Ladies' Scotch
I sii0 W2, 34, 36, reduced from $16
mixed Tailor Suits, sizes
I I 
One, size 86, mannish




5 EACH, three black and00 
Suite, 
 Venetian mroL;Inu 
sizes
Lo g Goat, u
36, 88, 40
7.50
EACH Long Coat Suits,
In black and navy Cheviot
sizes 82, 84, cut from $16
5.00 EACH, one lot odds andworth from $12.50 to $15ends Coat Suite,
Ready-to Wear Skirts
One lot blue or gray Zibeliene Skirts
2.50 reduced from 5.00
3.00 reduced from 6.00
3 75 
EACH, choice of a lot of
Skirts, no two alike, extra. heavy meterial, worthfrom $7.50 to $1000 each.




H alf Price Fifty pairs slightly soiled LaceCurtains go at Half Price. Half Prici
25 per Cent Discount, One-Fourth elkOn all new Fresh Lace Curtains from 38c a pair for the 60o kind up to ag,
for the $8 kind. Ask to see them.
10 per cent discount on all Ladle*, Mel,
and Children. Shoes.
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• • .
